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quantum sensors register a change of quantum state caused by the interaction with 
an external system: 

• transition between superconducting and normal-conducting
• transition of an atom from one state to another
• change of resonant frequency of a system (quantized)

Clarification of terms

ECFA Detector R&D Roadmap Symposium of Task Force 5 ECFA Detector R&D Roadmap Symposium of Task Force 5 ECFA Detector R&D Roadmap Symposium of Task Force 5 ECFA Detector R&D Roadmap Symposium of Task Force 5 
Quantum Quantum Quantum Quantum and Emerging Technologiesand Emerging Technologiesand Emerging Technologiesand Emerging Technologies

How do we define “quantum technology” and “quantum sensor”?

Which quantum technologies are likely to lead to disruptive discoveries in 

fundamental physics in the next 10-20 years?

A technology or device that is naturally described by quantum mechanics is 
considered ``quantum''.

Then, a "quantum sensor" is a device, the measurement (sensing) 
capabilities of which are enabled by our ability to manipulate and read 
out its quantum states.

Quantum Technology and the Elephants
Quantum Science and Technology Editorial
Marianna Safronova & Dmitry Budker

and because the commensurate energies are very low, unsurprisingly, quantum 
sensors are ideally matched to low energy (particle) physics; 

     focus on CERN activities both in low energy and high energy particle physics

(I will not however be talking about entanglement and its potential applications)

5/38 EP seminar, 13.5.2022
Friday 13 May 22

10e-18 eV  to  meV



not obvious 
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Quantum sensors for high energy particle physics 

Reference work
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handful of ideas that rely on quantum devices, or are inspired by them, but 
do not necessarily use them as quantum detectors per se, but rather their 
properties to enhance / permit measurements that are more difficult to 
achieve otherwise 

main focus on tracking / calorimetry / timing closely related: 
nanostructured materials Frontiers of Physics, M. Doser et al., 2022

these are not developed concepts, but rather the kind of approaches 
one might contemplate working towards
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theory：1964

design：1984

construction：1998

discovery of Higgs boson
2012.7.4

The Higgs enables
atoms to exist
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Detection of gravitational waves
LIGO February, 2016
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The APPEC, NuPECC, and ECFA communities are united in seeking to 
understand the fundamental constituents of the Universe and the forces 
between them and to apply that knowledge to understand the birth, evolution 
and fate of the Universe 

The Opportunities for Discovery      
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The APPEC, NuPPEC, and ECFA communities are united in seeking to 
understand the fundamental constituents of the Universe and the forces 
between them and to apply that knowledge to understand the birth, evolution 
and fate of the universe 
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BUILDING AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE UNIVERSE:
A WORK A CENTURY IN THE MAKING
Our communities have revolutionized human understanding of the Universe 
– its underlying code, structure and evolution 

Through careful measurement, observation and deduction 
we have developed remarkably successful prevailing theories the Standard
Models of particle physics and cosmology that are highly predictive and have 
been rigorously tested in some cases to 1 part in 10 billion

These are among the highest intellectual achievements in the history of
our species, they will be part of our legacy to future generations for eternity

The potential now exists to revolutionize our knowledge again.
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An Edifice Hundred Years In The Making 
Particle Standard Model Cosmology Standard Model 

LCDM

BUILDING AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE UNIVERSE:
A WORK A CENTURY IN THE MAKING
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……enabled by instrumentation
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To understand the fundamental nature of energy, matter, 
space, and time, and to apply that knowledge 
to understand the birth, evolution and fate of the universe 

The Opportunities for Discovery      

Higgs Couplings Oxford --Shipsey

Our scope is broad and we use many tools: accelerator, 
non-accelerator & cosmological observations all 
have a critical role to playM.#Demarteau*,#K.#Yurkewicz*#

With#thanks#to##
L.#Cha;erjee,#M.#Cooke##

December#17,#2013##
P5#MeeEng#

Brookhaven#NaEonal#Laboratory##

*"="co&chair"

39

APPEC
ECFA
NuPECC
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Our APPEC/ECFA/NuPECC scope is broad and we deploy many tools; accelerator,
non-accelerator, astrophysical & cosmological observations all have a critical role to play
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Detect & Measure over 24 orders of magnitudebeen there before

• CMB anisotropy

• universe younger than 
oldest stars?

• cosmologists got antsy

• it turned out a little “fine-
tuned”

• low quadrupole

• dark energy

“Big Bang not yet dead
but in decline”

Nature 377, 14 (1995)

“Bang! A Big Theory May Be Shot”
A new study of the stars could rewrite 
the history of the universe
Times, Jan 14 (1991)

– 73 –

Fig. 16.— The binned three-year angular power spectrum (in black) from l = 2 ! 1000, where it provides a
cosmic variance limited measurement of the first acoustic peak, a robust measurement of the second peak,
and clear evidence for rise to the third peak. The points are plotted with noise errors only (see text). Note
that these errors decrease linearly with continued observing time. The red curve is the best-fit !CDM model,
fit to WMAP data only (Spergel et al. 2006), and the band is the binned 1! cosmic variance error. The red
diamonds show the model points when binned in the same way as the data.

1% tuning
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A Rich Spectrum of Technologies Developed by our Community

Silicon CCD 3D Si Germanium HPGeASIC

H2O Ckov

Crystals LAPPD MicroMegas RPC GEM SiPM

LAr TPC Noble Liquids Bubbles Phototubes TES

HS-DAQ Imag. Calor. Materials Noble Gases WbLS Power 
15QT4HEP22-- I. Shipsey



BUILDING AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE UNIVERSE:
A WORK A CENTURY IN THE MAKING

The potential now exists to revolutionize our knowledge again.
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QT4HEP22-- I. Shipsey 18We are very much in a data driven era for which we need new tools! 

Multiple theoretical
solutions – experiment
must guide the way

How do quarks and gluons give rise to the properties of nuclei
The mystery of the origin and engine of high energy cosmic particles
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Only ~4% of the complete LHC/ HL-LHC data set 
has been delivered to date
There is every reason to be optimistic that  
an important discovery could come at any time 19

New tools: 
e.g. the HL-LHC upgrades  & 
later FCC-ee/hh etc. 



New tools e.g. Qubits as cameras
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The gestation time to realize the tools and the experiments e.g.
LHC & LIGO are decades long! For the most ambitious future 
experiments e.g FCCee/hh & Einstein Telescope  to take the data 
and seize the opportunities for discovery, we must develop the 
tools  (instrumentation and facilities) we need NOW. 
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“New directions in science are launched by new tools 
much more often than by new concepts.

The effect of a concept-driven revolution is to explain old things in new 
ways. The effect of a tool-driven revolution is to discover new things that 

have to be explained”  (Freeman Dyson)

Photo credit: CERN QT4HEP22-- I. Shipsey 22



“Measure what is measurable, and 
make measurable what is not so” (Galileo Galilei)

Photo credit: CERN QT4HEP22-- I. Shipsey 23
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precision instruments are key to discovery 
when exploring new territory  
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Based on an original 
slide from Sam TingBased on an original 

slide by S.C.C. Ting
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Technology Classification for the ECFA R&D Roadmap

GASEOUS NOBLE LIQUIDS SOLID STATE

QUANTUM CALORIMETER ELECTRONICS INFRASTRUCTURE

PHOTODETECTORS
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quantum sensors register a change of quantum state caused by the interaction with 
an external system: 

• transition between superconducting and normal-conducting
• transition of an atom from one state to another
• change of resonant frequency of a system (quantized)

Clarification of terms

ECFA Detector R&D Roadmap Symposium of Task Force 5 ECFA Detector R&D Roadmap Symposium of Task Force 5 ECFA Detector R&D Roadmap Symposium of Task Force 5 ECFA Detector R&D Roadmap Symposium of Task Force 5 
Quantum Quantum Quantum Quantum and Emerging Technologiesand Emerging Technologiesand Emerging Technologiesand Emerging Technologies

How do we define “quantum technology” and “quantum sensor”?

Which quantum technologies are likely to lead to disruptive discoveries in 

fundamental physics in the next 10-20 years?

A technology or device that is naturally described by quantum mechanics is 
considered ``quantum''.

Then, a "quantum sensor" is a device, the measurement (sensing) 
capabilities of which are enabled by our ability to manipulate and read 
out its quantum states.

Quantum Technology and the Elephants
Quantum Science and Technology Editorial
Marianna Safronova & Dmitry Budker

and because the commensurate energies are very low, unsurprisingly, quantum 
sensors are ideally matched to low energy (particle) physics; 

     focus on CERN activities both in low energy and high energy particle physics

(I will not however be talking about entanglement and its potential applications)

5/38 EP seminar, 13.5.2022
Friday 13 May 22



Quantum and emerging technologies
• Quantum Technologies are a rapidly 

emerging area of technology development 
to study fundamental physics

• The ability to engineer quantum systems to 
improve on the measurement sensitivity 
holds great promise

• Many different sensor and technologies 
being investigated: clocks and clock 
networks, spin-based, superconducting, 
optomechanical sensors, 
atoms/molecules/ions, atom interferometry, 
…

• Several initiatives started at CERN, DESY, 
FNAL, US, UK, …  

Example: potential mass ranges that quantum sensing 
approaches open up for Axion searches

S. Golawa

Axion mass range

Other 
experiments

ECFA 
Detector R&D 
Roadmap

QT4HEP22-- I. Shipsey

Blue: now
Light green: with quantum

30

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1015866/
10.17181/CERN.XDPL.W2EX
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While quantum sensors are not  new they have increased in prominence and this is due both to 
technological advances & to greater appreciation in the world for quantum mechanics
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Quantum 1.0

Quantum Sensors and High Energy Physics -- M. Demarteau, March 28, 2019 Slide 6

Blackbody Radiation Photo-electric Effect Quantum Mechanics

36
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Quantum 1.0

Quantum Sensors and High Energy Physics -- M. Demarteau, March 28, 2019 Slide 6

Blackbody Radiation Photo-electric Effect Quantum Mechanics
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Quantum 1.0



Quantum 2.0
The First Quantum Revolution: exploitation of quantum matter to build devices 
Second Quantum Revolution: engineering of large quantum systems with full control of the 
quantum state of the particles, e.g. entanglement
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Quantum 2.0
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"Nature isn't classical, dammit, and if you want to make a 
simulation of nature, you'd better make it quantum 
mechanical,"  Feynmann (1981). 

You can approximate nature with a simulation on a 
classical computer, but Feynman wanted a quantum 
computer that offers the real thing, a computer that "will 
do exactly the same as nature,"  
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What if?
Quantum Internet

Quantum Artificial Neural Network

Quantum Liquid Crystals

Quantum Mind Interface

Quantum enabled searches for dark matter 

Quantum  Gravity
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Quantum Technologies Public Funding Worldwide 
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Quantum Technologies and Particle Physics 

• The nature of dark matter
• The earliest epochs of the universe at temperatures >> 1TeV
• The existence of new forces
• The violation of fundamental symmetries
• The possible existence of dark radiation and the cosmic neutrino background
• The possible dynamics  of dark energy
• The measurement of neutrino mass
• Tests of the equivalence principle
• Tests of quantum mechanics
• A new gravitational wave window to the Universe: 

• LIGO sources before they reach LIGO band
• Multi-messenger astronomy: optimal band for sky localization
• Cosmological sources

QT4HEP22-- I. Shipsey



Quantum sensors for high energy particle physics 

Reference work
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handful of ideas that rely on quantum devices, or are inspired by them, but 
do not necessarily use them as quantum detectors per se, but rather their 
properties to enhance / permit measurements that are more difficult to 
achieve otherwise 

main focus on tracking / calorimetry / timing closely related: 
nanostructured materials Frontiers of Physics, M. Doser et al., 2022

these are not developed concepts, but rather the kind of approaches 
one might contemplate working towards
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Low  dimensional materials

Quantum dots
Nanocrystals

nanotubes, 
nanorods,
nanowires.

graphene, nanofilms, 
nanolayers,
nanocoatings.

bulk powders, 
dispersions of 
nanoparticles,
bundles of nanowires & 
nanotubes 
multi-nanolayers.QT4HEP22-- I. Shipsey 50



as the violinist’s finger slides up the
fingerboard. The length of the allowed
waveform shortens, and the frequency
of the string’s vibrations increases, as
does that of all its harmonic overtones.
If the size of an electron’s confining
box is made smaller, the electron’s low-
est energy level (the analogue of the
fundamental pitch of the violin) will in-
crease. For semiconductor nanocrys-
tallites, the fundamental “pitch” is the
threshold energy for optical absorp-
tion, and the harmonic overtones cor-
respond to new absorption features at
higher energies.

How small must a nanocrystallite be
for this phenomenon to be visible? In 
a vacuum the e›ects of confinement
would begin to appear when the elec-
tron was trapped in a volume about 10
angstroms across. That size implies an
electron wavelength of 20 angstroms
and therefore an energy of about one
fortieth of an electron volt.

Here semiconductor physics comes
to the aid of the nanotechnologist. The
wavelength of an electron depends on
its energy and its mass. For a given
wavelength, the smaller the mass, the
larger the energy and the easier it is to
observe the energy shift that confine-
ment causes. The electrostatic poten-
tials of the atoms in the crystalline lat-
tice superimpose to provide a medium
in which electron waves propagate with
less inertia than they do in free space.
The “e›ective mass” of the electron is
thus less than its actual mass. In galli-
um arsenide the e›ective mass is about
7 percent of what it would be in a vacu-
um, and in silicon it is 14 percent. As a
result, quantum confinement in semi-
conductors occurs in volumes roughly
100 angstroms across.

The optical absorption threshold for
nanocrystallites of this size shifts to
higher energies—away from the red end
of the spectrum—as the crystallite be-
comes smaller. This e›ect appears most
elegantly in cadmium selenide clusters;
the progression from deep red to or-
ange to yellow as the diameter of the

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN January 1993       119

QUANTUM CONFINEMENT is respon-
sible for the colors of cadmium selen-
ide crystallites, each a few nanometers
across, synthesized by Michael L.
Steigerwald of AT&T Bell Laboratories.
Electrons within the tiny specks of
semiconductor scatter photons whose
energy is less than a minimum deter-
mined by the size of the crystallite and
absorb those whose energy is higher.
The largest crystallites can absorb low-
er-energy photons and so appear red,
whereas the smallest absorb only high-
er-energy quanta and so appear yellow.

Copyright 1992 Scientific American, Inc.

This content downloaded from 
             46.69.109.103 on Sat, 22 Oct 2022 15:46:26 UTC              

All use subject to https://about.jstor.org/terms

Quantum Dots

Scientific American
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Beautiful QD
emitters

53
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https://www.mesolight.com/?gclid=Cj0KCQjwqc6aBhC4ARIsAN06NmOvwexN3fQq5D737RUDGevNQnR1GpvQGCmZfqTkiCRV6176CqTM2WwaAuJQEALw_wcB


~500nm

AFM image of a monolithic layer of InAs QDs

TEM image of perovskite CsPbBr3 QDs

Wide pure-colour pallette
sigmaaldrich.comQuantum dots for quantum technologies
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Biological applications

Clad the semiconductor dots in PEG lipids -
this makes them water soluble

Can have an amine or carboxyl linker group 
attached so that the dots can be linked to 
proteins, DNA, antibodies etc.

60



Quantum Dots and Their Applications: What Lies Ahead

M. Cotta, ACS Appl. Nano Mater. 2020, 3, 6, 4920–4924
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Quantum sensors for high energy particle physics

Quantum dots: timing

chromatic tunability      optimize for quantum efficiency of PD (fast, optimizable WLS)

Hideki Ooba, “Synthesis of Unique High Quality Fluorescence Quantum Dots 
for the Biochemical Measurements,” AIST TODAY Vol.6 , No.6 (2006) p.26- 27

Etiennette Auffray-Hillemans / CERN

deposit on surface of high-Z material       thin layers of  UV       VIS WLS

embed in high-Z material ? two-species (nanodots + microcrystals) embedded in polymer matrix?
       quasi continuous VIS-light emitter (but what about re-absorbtion?)

EP seminar, 13.5.202225/38
Friday 13 May 22

Slide credit M. DoserQT4HEP22-- I. Shipsey 62



Perovskytes
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Paving the way for a new generation of 
fine-sampling calorimeters using 
nanocomposite scintillating materials

https://aidainnova.web.cern.ch/paving-way-new-generation-fine-sampling-calorimeters-using-nanocomposite-scintillating-materialsQT4HEP22-- I. Shipsey 64



Scintillation decay time spectra from CsPbBr3 

nanocrystal deposited on glass 

K. Decka et al., Scintillation Response Enhancement in Nanocrystalline Lead Halide Perovskite Thin Films 
on Scintillating Wafers. Nanomaterials 2022, 12, 14. https://doi.org/ 10.3390/nano12010014 
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First prototypes of shashlyk calorimeter tiles made with 
perovskite nanocrystals. Produced at Glass To Power S.p.A. 
Credit: Matthew Moulson.
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Quantum sensors for high energy particle physics

idea: seed different parts of a
“crystal” with nanodots emitting
at different wavelengths, such that 
the wavelength of a stimulated 
fluorescence photon is uniquely 
assignable to a specific nanodot 
position

select appropriate nanodots

UV
illumi-
nation

e.g. triangular carbon nanodots

e.m. shower

requires: 
• narrowband emission (~20nm)
• only absorption at longer
  wavelengths
• short rise / decay times

Quantum dots: chromatic calorimetry

F. Yuan, S. Yang, et al., Nature Communications 9 (2018) 2249

absorption emission
EP seminar, 13.5.202226/38

Friday 13 May 22
Slide credit M. Doser
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Quantum sensors for high energy particle physics

absorption
spectrum

emission
spectrum

leftmost nanodots:
absorb wavelengths < 650 nm
emit at > 680 nm

next band:
absorb wavelengths < 590 nm
emit at > 590 nm

…

rightmost nanodots:
absorb wavelengths < 410 nm
emit at > 420 nm

if high-Z substrate transparent 
in 400-700 nm, then no re-
absorption of emitted light

carbonized polymer dots

CsPbCl3 nanocrystals

triangular carbon nanodots
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(shower profile via spectrometry)Quantum dots: chromatic calorimetry

R. Cheng, H. X. Tang, et al., Broadband on-chip single-photon spectrometer, Nat 
Commun 10 (2019) 4104;  https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-019-12149-x

DC current

cryogenic
amplifier

cryogenic
amplifier

superconducting 
nanowire delay line

Echelle grating

different options for spectrometry: 
- monochromators + PD
- light guiding fiber / each layer
- light guiding fiber to spectrometer
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Quantum sensors for high energy particle physics

Active scintillators (QWs, QDs, QWDs, QCLs)

standard scintillating materials are passive
• can not be amplified 
• can not be turned on/off 
• can not be modified once they are in place

is it possible to produce active scintillating materials?
• electronically amplified / modulable
• pulsed / primed 
• gain adapted in situ
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of InGaAs structures of di↵erent dimensionalities—self-organized
Stranski–Krastanow quantum dots, QDs (a); quantum well-dots, QWDs (b); and quantum wells,
QW (c).

2. Growth and Structural Properties

The formation of QWDs takes place during the MOCVD deposition of a lattice-mismatched
InGaAs thin film on the GaAs substrate. Structures have been grown on exact oriented (100) and vicinal
(4–6� o↵) GaAs substrates using an MOCVD installation with a low pressure (100 mbar) horizontal
reactor. Metal alkyls (trimethylgallium, trimethylaluminum, trimethylindium) and arsine were used
as precursors. GaAs and AlGaAs layers were deposited at 700 �C, the ratio of molar flows of V to
III group precursors is about 30, and 0.4 nm/s growth rate. InGaAs QWDs are formed at lowered
growth temperatures 500–550 �C, the ratio of molar flows of V to III group precursors is about 30 and
0.2 nm/s growth rate. Compositional and thickness modulations appear due to surface migration of
In atoms in the lateral strain fields. In other words, the appearance of In-rich islands is energetically
favorable because of partial strain relaxation. On the one hand, elastic strain should be strong enough
to cause such modulations. On the other hand, it should not be too high in order to avoid the
transition to the Stranski–Krastanow growth mode and formation of conventional self-organized QDs.
The strain energy depends both on the thickness and composition of the lattice-mismatched epitaxial
material (i.e., the In content), and both parameters should be optimized. The most direct method to
study the structural properties of InGaAs nanostructures is transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
The combination of cross-section and plan-view TEM images allows one to determine the size, shape,
and density of in-rich islands.

Let us consider the growth of InxGa1�xAs layer of di↵erent In concentrations (x) on GaAs substrate.
Deposition of In0.2Ga0.8As results in the formation of a planar uniform layer. If the indium concentration
exceeds 60%, the growth occurs in Stranski–Krastanow mode via the formation of the wetting layer on
the top of which large-sized pyramid-shaped islands are formed. In both cases of low and high In
contents, QWDs are not observed in TEM images. The window of In composition to grow QWDs is
from 30 to 50%.

Figure 2 illustrates the impact of indium composition on structural properties of InGaAs layers
formed on 6� misoriented GaAs (100) substrates. The strain fields caused by variation of indium
composition are visualized as black-and-white contrast. Plan-view TEM images reveal the formation of
islands with a higher In composition as compared to the In concentration in the surrounding InGaAs
layer (residual QW). It is these islands that we refer to as quantum well-dots. The QWDs are aligned
along the [1–10] direction, have a round or oval shape and lateral size (in case of In0.3Ga0.7As) of 10–20 nm.
The islands tend to form nanowire-shaped clusters along the [1–10] direction, which corresponds to the
direction of atomic steps [33,34]. This tendency is weakening with increasing the indium composition.
The nanowire-like objects show periodicity in the [110] direction with a period of 20–40 nm. Note that
the length of monolayer steps for 6� misoriented GaAs (100) surface is about 3 nm. The larger value of
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Carrier di↵usion and correspondingly surface non-radiative recombination is activated with
temperature increase. At room temperature, the carrier concentration in the continuum states is
enhanced, and the PL intensity of QD structure drops by about two times when the mesa diameter
decreases down to 0.2 µm. In the case of mesas with QWD, the photoluminescence intensity (both at 77
and 290 K) exhibits faster deterioration with decreasing the mesa diameter as compared to QDs. This is
explained by the fact that QWDs provides weaker carrier localization. The smallest mesa size showing
detectable PL was 1 µm (at room temperature) or 0.3 µm (at liquid nitrogen). In the case of mesas with
QW, photoluminescence was observed only in 6–10-µm in diameter mesas, whereas in the mesas with
smaller sizes the luminescence was not detected. We conclude that carrier di↵usion lengths in QWD
structures are much shorter than in QW structures, which is in agreement with the suppressed carrier
di↵usion in disordered QWs [52]. This makes QWDs very advantageous for their use as an active area
in compact nanophotonic devices (this will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.5).

3.3. Dynamic Characteristics of QWDs

The quantum dimensionality naturally influences carrier relaxation and recombination processes
in low dimensional structures. In this section, we compared results of time-resolved PL studies for 0D
InAs/InGaAs/GaAs quantum dots [51], 2D InGaAs/GaAs quantum wells, and InGaAs/GaAs QWDs
nanostructures of mixed (0D/2D) dimensionality.

The PL spectra at the CW excitation are demonstrated in Figure 9a. The spectrum of the QD sample
contains a dominant peak at 1270 nm due to the emission from the ground-state optical transition as
well as weaker peaks at higher energies due to the emission from the first and second excited-state
transitions. The spectra of QWD- and QW-samples show intense peaks of the ground-state optical
transition and weaker shoulder from the higher energy states. All the samples show high optical
quality: the drop in integrated PL intensity with temperature increase from 78 K to 300 K is 3.2, 1.6,
and 1.3 for QDs, QWDs, and QWs, respectively.
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Figure 9. Normalized PL spectra (a) and temporal evolution of PL signal at its spectral maximum (b) 
for quantum dots (blue), quantum well-dots (green), and quantum well (red). 

QWD PL intensity temporal dependence can be fitted by a mono-exponential expression, which 
is ascribed to the absence of discrete high energy levels involved in carrier relaxation processed to 
the ground state. The PL decay time at 1/e level for ground-state transition is about 6 ns.  

The QW structure shows the slowest PL decay with a characteristic time of 20 ns. This value is 
comparable with carrier radiative lifetime measured for QWs in the temperature range 150–250 K 
[59]. At higher temperatures, PL decay time is limited by non-radiative lifetime and is decreasing 
rapidly. Taking into account extremely high optical quality of the structures under study, which 
demonstrates room-temperature PL intensity comparable to the one at 78 K (to compare, in contrast, 
in [59], PL intensity degradation in the temperature range 10–250 K is higher than two orders of 
magnitude), one can suppose that non-radiative recombination processes are still not significant even 
at room temperature, and PL decay time corresponds to radiative recombination time. 

Summarizing, the presented data show, that the carrier radiative recombination time is affected 
by structure dimensionality. The localization of charge carriers in QWDs results in the attraction of 
the carrier of opposite electrical charge and facilitates faster radiative recombination as compared to 
QWs. 

3.4. Edge Emitting Lasers 

In this section, we describe properties of edge-emitting lasers based on QWDs.  
The active area of semiconductor laser diodes, as well as device design, should be optimized for 

certain applications. For instance, high power QW lasers usually contain one or two QWs in the active 
area because the devices should have low internal losses. In the case of QD lasers, more QD layers 
(typically 5–10) are required to avoid gain saturation and switching to excited state lasing at high 
injection currents [60]. QWDs are an intermediate case between QWs and QDs, so the number of 
QWDs layers in the active area should be optimized.  

The laser wafers with different numbers of QWDs in the active region (from 1 to 10) were grown 
by MOCVD on the GaAs substrates misoriented on 6° toward [111] direction. Each QWD layer was 
formed by the deposition of 8 ML of In0.4Ga0.6As. The QWD sheets were separated with 40 nm thick 
undoped GaAs spacers. The laser structures have undoped GaAs waveguides with a thickness of 
0.68 µm not exceeding the third mode cut-off. The active region locates in the center of the waveguide, 
which ensures lasing on the fundamental transverse mode. The waveguide was sandwiched between 
p-type and n-type Al0.4Ga0.6As claddings having the thicknesses of 0.75 µm and 1.5 µm, respectively. 
For reducing the internal loss, the claddings doping levels of 2 × 1018 cmƺ3 were reduced down to 7 × 
1017 cmƺ3 in the vicinity of the waveguide. The wafers were processed into broad-area lasers with 100-
µm-wide shallow-mesa ridges with etching through the p-contact and partly through the p-cladding 

Figure 9. Normalized PL spectra (a) and temporal evolution of PL signal at its spectral maximum (b)
for quantum dots (blue), quantum well-dots (green), and quantum well (red).

Figure 9b compares the temporal evolution of PL signal for the QD, QWD, and QW structures [53].
In case of QDs, the PL intensity temporal evolution can be well fitted by bi-exponential expression
PL(t) = A1exp(⌧1/t) + A2exp(⌧2/t). The decay of PL signal is characterized by the fast component
(⌧1 = 1.1 ns) and slow component (⌧2 = 7 ns). This agrees with previous estimations of PL decay
time about 1 ns made for self-organized In(Ga)As QDs by several research groups [54,55]. The slow
component is attributed to carrier radiative recombination from the QD ground state. It is generally
believed that at room temperature, the carrier lifetime in semiconductors is limited by non-radiative
recombination [56]. The obtained large value of PL decay time can be explained by carrier recapture in

existing QD’s, QWD’s are elements of optoelectronic devices,
typically running at 10 GHz, quite insensitive to temperature

Light Emitting Devices Based on Quantum Well-Dots, Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, 1038; doi:10.3390/app10031038

R. Leon et al., "Effects of proton irradiation on luminescence emission and carrier dynamics of self-assembled III-V 
quantum dots," in IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science, 49, 6, 2844-2851 (2002), doi: 10.1109/TNS.2002.806018.QD’s are radiation resistant
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Quantum sensors for high energy particle physics

Active scintillators (QWs, QDs, QWDs, QCLs)

standard scintillating materials are passive
• can not be amplified 
• can not be turned on/off 
• can not be modified once they are in place

is it possible to produce active scintillating materials?
• electronically amplified / modulable
• pulsed / primed 
• gain adapted in situ
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of InGaAs structures of di↵erent dimensionalities—self-organized
Stranski–Krastanow quantum dots, QDs (a); quantum well-dots, QWDs (b); and quantum wells,
QW (c).

2. Growth and Structural Properties

The formation of QWDs takes place during the MOCVD deposition of a lattice-mismatched
InGaAs thin film on the GaAs substrate. Structures have been grown on exact oriented (100) and vicinal
(4–6� o↵) GaAs substrates using an MOCVD installation with a low pressure (100 mbar) horizontal
reactor. Metal alkyls (trimethylgallium, trimethylaluminum, trimethylindium) and arsine were used
as precursors. GaAs and AlGaAs layers were deposited at 700 �C, the ratio of molar flows of V to
III group precursors is about 30, and 0.4 nm/s growth rate. InGaAs QWDs are formed at lowered
growth temperatures 500–550 �C, the ratio of molar flows of V to III group precursors is about 30 and
0.2 nm/s growth rate. Compositional and thickness modulations appear due to surface migration of
In atoms in the lateral strain fields. In other words, the appearance of In-rich islands is energetically
favorable because of partial strain relaxation. On the one hand, elastic strain should be strong enough
to cause such modulations. On the other hand, it should not be too high in order to avoid the
transition to the Stranski–Krastanow growth mode and formation of conventional self-organized QDs.
The strain energy depends both on the thickness and composition of the lattice-mismatched epitaxial
material (i.e., the In content), and both parameters should be optimized. The most direct method to
study the structural properties of InGaAs nanostructures is transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
The combination of cross-section and plan-view TEM images allows one to determine the size, shape,
and density of in-rich islands.

Let us consider the growth of InxGa1�xAs layer of di↵erent In concentrations (x) on GaAs substrate.
Deposition of In0.2Ga0.8As results in the formation of a planar uniform layer. If the indium concentration
exceeds 60%, the growth occurs in Stranski–Krastanow mode via the formation of the wetting layer on
the top of which large-sized pyramid-shaped islands are formed. In both cases of low and high In
contents, QWDs are not observed in TEM images. The window of In composition to grow QWDs is
from 30 to 50%.

Figure 2 illustrates the impact of indium composition on structural properties of InGaAs layers
formed on 6� misoriented GaAs (100) substrates. The strain fields caused by variation of indium
composition are visualized as black-and-white contrast. Plan-view TEM images reveal the formation of
islands with a higher In composition as compared to the In concentration in the surrounding InGaAs
layer (residual QW). It is these islands that we refer to as quantum well-dots. The QWDs are aligned
along the [1–10] direction, have a round or oval shape and lateral size (in case of In0.3Ga0.7As) of 10–20 nm.
The islands tend to form nanowire-shaped clusters along the [1–10] direction, which corresponds to the
direction of atomic steps [33,34]. This tendency is weakening with increasing the indium composition.
The nanowire-like objects show periodicity in the [110] direction with a period of 20–40 nm. Note that
the length of monolayer steps for 6� misoriented GaAs (100) surface is about 3 nm. The larger value of
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Carrier di↵usion and correspondingly surface non-radiative recombination is activated with
temperature increase. At room temperature, the carrier concentration in the continuum states is
enhanced, and the PL intensity of QD structure drops by about two times when the mesa diameter
decreases down to 0.2 µm. In the case of mesas with QWD, the photoluminescence intensity (both at 77
and 290 K) exhibits faster deterioration with decreasing the mesa diameter as compared to QDs. This is
explained by the fact that QWDs provides weaker carrier localization. The smallest mesa size showing
detectable PL was 1 µm (at room temperature) or 0.3 µm (at liquid nitrogen). In the case of mesas with
QW, photoluminescence was observed only in 6–10-µm in diameter mesas, whereas in the mesas with
smaller sizes the luminescence was not detected. We conclude that carrier di↵usion lengths in QWD
structures are much shorter than in QW structures, which is in agreement with the suppressed carrier
di↵usion in disordered QWs [52]. This makes QWDs very advantageous for their use as an active area
in compact nanophotonic devices (this will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.5).

3.3. Dynamic Characteristics of QWDs

The quantum dimensionality naturally influences carrier relaxation and recombination processes
in low dimensional structures. In this section, we compared results of time-resolved PL studies for 0D
InAs/InGaAs/GaAs quantum dots [51], 2D InGaAs/GaAs quantum wells, and InGaAs/GaAs QWDs
nanostructures of mixed (0D/2D) dimensionality.

The PL spectra at the CW excitation are demonstrated in Figure 9a. The spectrum of the QD sample
contains a dominant peak at 1270 nm due to the emission from the ground-state optical transition as
well as weaker peaks at higher energies due to the emission from the first and second excited-state
transitions. The spectra of QWD- and QW-samples show intense peaks of the ground-state optical
transition and weaker shoulder from the higher energy states. All the samples show high optical
quality: the drop in integrated PL intensity with temperature increase from 78 K to 300 K is 3.2, 1.6,
and 1.3 for QDs, QWDs, and QWs, respectively.
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Figure 9. Normalized PL spectra (a) and temporal evolution of PL signal at its spectral maximum (b) 
for quantum dots (blue), quantum well-dots (green), and quantum well (red). 

QWD PL intensity temporal dependence can be fitted by a mono-exponential expression, which 
is ascribed to the absence of discrete high energy levels involved in carrier relaxation processed to 
the ground state. The PL decay time at 1/e level for ground-state transition is about 6 ns.  

The QW structure shows the slowest PL decay with a characteristic time of 20 ns. This value is 
comparable with carrier radiative lifetime measured for QWs in the temperature range 150–250 K 
[59]. At higher temperatures, PL decay time is limited by non-radiative lifetime and is decreasing 
rapidly. Taking into account extremely high optical quality of the structures under study, which 
demonstrates room-temperature PL intensity comparable to the one at 78 K (to compare, in contrast, 
in [59], PL intensity degradation in the temperature range 10–250 K is higher than two orders of 
magnitude), one can suppose that non-radiative recombination processes are still not significant even 
at room temperature, and PL decay time corresponds to radiative recombination time. 

Summarizing, the presented data show, that the carrier radiative recombination time is affected 
by structure dimensionality. The localization of charge carriers in QWDs results in the attraction of 
the carrier of opposite electrical charge and facilitates faster radiative recombination as compared to 
QWs. 

3.4. Edge Emitting Lasers 

In this section, we describe properties of edge-emitting lasers based on QWDs.  
The active area of semiconductor laser diodes, as well as device design, should be optimized for 

certain applications. For instance, high power QW lasers usually contain one or two QWs in the active 
area because the devices should have low internal losses. In the case of QD lasers, more QD layers 
(typically 5–10) are required to avoid gain saturation and switching to excited state lasing at high 
injection currents [60]. QWDs are an intermediate case between QWs and QDs, so the number of 
QWDs layers in the active area should be optimized.  

The laser wafers with different numbers of QWDs in the active region (from 1 to 10) were grown 
by MOCVD on the GaAs substrates misoriented on 6° toward [111] direction. Each QWD layer was 
formed by the deposition of 8 ML of In0.4Ga0.6As. The QWD sheets were separated with 40 nm thick 
undoped GaAs spacers. The laser structures have undoped GaAs waveguides with a thickness of 
0.68 µm not exceeding the third mode cut-off. The active region locates in the center of the waveguide, 
which ensures lasing on the fundamental transverse mode. The waveguide was sandwiched between 
p-type and n-type Al0.4Ga0.6As claddings having the thicknesses of 0.75 µm and 1.5 µm, respectively. 
For reducing the internal loss, the claddings doping levels of 2 × 1018 cmƺ3 were reduced down to 7 × 
1017 cmƺ3 in the vicinity of the waveguide. The wafers were processed into broad-area lasers with 100-
µm-wide shallow-mesa ridges with etching through the p-contact and partly through the p-cladding 

Figure 9. Normalized PL spectra (a) and temporal evolution of PL signal at its spectral maximum (b)
for quantum dots (blue), quantum well-dots (green), and quantum well (red).

Figure 9b compares the temporal evolution of PL signal for the QD, QWD, and QW structures [53].
In case of QDs, the PL intensity temporal evolution can be well fitted by bi-exponential expression
PL(t) = A1exp(⌧1/t) + A2exp(⌧2/t). The decay of PL signal is characterized by the fast component
(⌧1 = 1.1 ns) and slow component (⌧2 = 7 ns). This agrees with previous estimations of PL decay
time about 1 ns made for self-organized In(Ga)As QDs by several research groups [54,55]. The slow
component is attributed to carrier radiative recombination from the QD ground state. It is generally
believed that at room temperature, the carrier lifetime in semiconductors is limited by non-radiative
recombination [56]. The obtained large value of PL decay time can be explained by carrier recapture in

existing QD’s, QWD’s are elements of optoelectronic devices,
typically running at 10 GHz, quite insensitive to temperature

Light Emitting Devices Based on Quantum Well-Dots, Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, 1038; doi:10.3390/app10031038

R. Leon et al., "Effects of proton irradiation on luminescence emission and carrier dynamics of self-assembled III-V 
quantum dots," in IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science, 49, 6, 2844-2851 (2002), doi: 10.1109/TNS.2002.806018.QD’s are radiation resistant

EP seminar, 13.5.2022

Emission in IR! Silicon is transparent at these wavelengths…
Can this IR light be transported through a tracker to outside PDs?

29/38
Friday 13 May 22
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Chromatic tracking

Applications to tracking: 
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Quantum Well
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DotPIX a new pixel detector concept for particle physics



Proof of the principle is validated as far as we can
trust simulation…

Description of the DoTPiX
• Proposed in 2017, derived from another structure (TRAMOS 2010) : goal ultimate point to point 

spatial resolution ( ~ 1µm) , See : N. T. Fourches, “Ultimate Pixel Based on a Single Transistor With 
Deep Trapping Gate“, IEEE Trans. on Electron Devices 64, pp. 1619-1623 (2017). https://doi.org-
98/10.1109/TED.2017.2670681

• We have a 100 nm x 20 nm x 1000 nm volume  quantum box (Carrier lifetime < 1ns , high readout 
drain current)

• Simulation: device operates adequately with device simulation software used when ionizing 
tracks are introduced. The quantum effect are introduce simply with density gradient model.
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Successful growths epitaxial of the Si (25nm)/Ge(30nm) layers on silicon substrate by UHV-CVD 

Geometrical Phase Analysis (GPA) shows : 
-The Ge layer is fully relaxed out-of-plane and in-plane with 
about +4% (red area) deformation respect to silicon.
- The Si layer is slightly deformed out-of-plane in tension about -1%
and decrease his in-plane compression deformation about +1% 

Issues
- We have to reduce the stacking faults ( mainly in Si layer) due to 
out-plane dislocations in the Ge/Si interface 
(partial-not total crystal lattice relaxation)

₋ We have to estimate the effects of the thermal treatments 
post epitaxy à evaluate the intermixing

a) High Angle Annular 
Dark Field Imaging 
shows the epitaxial Ge 
layer (bright contrast) 
and the epitaxial Si layer 
(dark contrast)
b) STEM-EDX profil shows a 
very high Ge concentration 
with abrupt interfaces

c) AFM image 
estimates the 
roughness at  
Rq=1,56nm
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DotPIX a new pixel detector concept for particle physics



scintillating (chromatic) QD scintillating tracker 

IR emission from InaAs QD
Integrated PD 1-2 micron thick
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Metasurfaces and metalenses for HEP

1
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Metasurfaces (nanophotonics)

• Arrays of sub-wavelength spaced 
nanostructure that can manipulate 
light wavefronts 

• Can control phase, amplitude and 
polarization state of transmitted 
light 

• Optically thin and light 

• Low cost, mass production (e-
beam lithography or nano-imprints) 

• Extremely versatile (which requires 
dedicated design for different 
applications)

M. Khorasaninejad & F. Capasso, Science 358, 6367 (2017)
2
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Huge range of applications
• Light focusing (metalenses) 

✴Very large area metalenses (up to ~10cm) 
✴Wavelength separation 
✴Diffraction-limited images 
✴Correction for chromatic aberrations 
✴…. 

• Shaping light re-emission profiles 

• Light emission enhancements or 
resonators (Purcell effect)  

• And more!

3

E. Khaidarov et al., Laser Photonics Rev., 1900235  (2019)

J-S. Park et al., Nano Lett. 19, 12 (2019)
Capasso Group

J. Sisler, APL Photonics (2020)
Capasso Group

Phys. Rev. B 92, 195127 (2015)
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Applications to HEP detectors

• Combining metalenses to SiPMs (to increase light collection with 
small SiPMs and/or to correct for dead-space) 

• Different detector concepts under study:

4

APL Photonics ARTICLE scitation.org/journal/app

FIG. 3. Metalens numerical modeling (in all cases, nsub = 1.52 and a plane wave is sent from the vacuum on the top of the image along the z-direction). For all the panels
of this figure except (c), λ = 590 nm. (a) Normalized light intensity in the XZ-plane for the metalens with aperture diameters d > 20 nm. (b) Normalized light intensity in the
XZ-plane for the metalens with aperture diameters d > 100 nm. (c) A crosscut along the vertical direction at the center of the focus corresponding to the simulation made
for different wavelengths. The results for λ = 590 nm correspond to the normalized intensity from (b) along the line x = 0. (d) Normalized light intensity in the XZ-plane for
the metalens with d > 100 nm, where the diameter is taken randomly from the normal distribution with a mean value d and a standard deviation σ = 10 nm. (e) Normalized
light intensity in the XZ-plane for the metalens with truncated cones as apertures—the top base diameter equals to d and the bottom one equals to 60% of d. (f) Normalized
light intensity in the XY-plane at the best focus position x = 8.52 �m in the case of design with aperture diameters limited to values d > 20 nm [the white dashed line in (a)].
(g) Normalized light intensity in the XY-plane at the best focus position x = 8.52 �m in the case of d > 100 nm [the white dashed line in (b)]. (h) Numerical simulation of the
amplitude and phase of the light transmitted through a periodic metasurface with the apertures of the identical diameter to determine the local response from the different
metalens areas. Simulation was done for different diameters d in the case of cylindrical and conical apertures. (i) Illustration of metalens application: reducing the amount of
light that would hit the dead boarder of the single photon avalanche photodiode (SPAD) by focusing it in the center of the detection region.

and phase. These two quantities calculated in the case of cylindri-
cal and conical apertures are shown in Fig. 3(h) as a function of the
aperture diameter d. The difference in the phase profiles explains the
focusing efficiency drop in the case of the conical apertures, which is
straightforwardly explained with the homogenization model as well,
as it changes mixture proportions and results in a smaller effective
refractive index contrast. Moreover, the results shown in Fig. 3(h)
allow calculating the average transmittance amplitude, which is T≈ 0.93 in the case of cylindrical apertures for both profiles with
d > 20 nm and d > 100 nm and in the case of conical ones with
d > 100 nm.

To demonstrate the scalability of our design, we investigated
the potential of a Fresnel metalens composed of eight different
concentric sections (Fig. 4). The purpose of these sections is, as

in a regular Fresnel lens, to enable a short focal length together
with a large lens diameter without requiring very thick materials.
The fabricated Fresnel metalens of dimensions 17 × 17 �m2 has
been characterized with the same method as the metalens in Fig. 2.
The optical microscope images taken at the metalens surface and
at its best focus plane are shown in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c), respec-
tively. From the axial shift between these two planes, we deduce
that this Fresnel metalens has a focal length of 7 �m. Considering
the 17 �m dimension of the lens and the 1.5 refractive index of the
medium where the light is focused, this Fresnel metalens features an
impressive numerical aperture of 1.15.While the concentric sections
intrinsic to the Fresnel design introduce interference ripples around
the focal spot (as we work under the spatial coherent condition
with plane wave illumination), the focal spot still bears transverse

APL Photon. 5, 116105 (2020); doi: 10.1063/5.0022162 5, 116105-5

© Author(s) 2020

E. Mikheva et al., APL Photonics 5, 116105 (2020)
FBK+CERN

40 ! 40 Metalens Array for Improved Silicon Photomultiplier
Performance
Soh Uenoyama* and Ryosuke Ota
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ABSTRACT: The photon detection e!ciency (PDE) and timing
performance of silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs) need to be
improved for various applications, including time-of-"ight positron
emission tomography, light detection and ranging, and high-energy
physics experiments. However, the irradiation of some incident
photons to the low-photosensitivity areas of the SiPM negatively
a#ects its PDE and timing performance. In this study, we
developed a 40 ! 40 metalens array to focus incident photons
on the photosensitive area of the SiPM, thereby improving the
PDE and timing performance. As a proof of concept, we
experimentally investigated the e#ectiveness of this method. After characterizing the fabricated metalens, we found that the
focused beam size is approximately 1 !m (full width at half-maximum) at the optimal focal plane. Furthermore, we demonstrated the
e#ectiveness of the metalens in signi$cantly improving the PDE (within a 5.8 " con$dence level) and timing performance (within a
3.0 " con$dence level). The results demonstrate the potential for using metalenses for versatile applications of SiPMs.
KEYWORDS: metasurface, nanophotonics, nanofabrication, solid-state single-photon detector, photodetection e!ciency, time resolution

In recent decades, there has been increasing interest in the
ability of metasurfaces to provide an arbitrarily ultrathin

wavefront. Metasurfaces contain a subwavelength structure
with di#erent "at and ultrathin shapes and sizes.1 Moreover,
they exhibit good optical performance as conventional optical
elements, such as holograms, polarization elements, wave-
plates, and "at lenses or metalenses.2!11 Thus, they have been
integrated with miniature conventional optical systems, such as
endoscopes, failure analysis semiconductors, and spectrom-
eters.12!14

Several researchers have proposed the integration of
metalenses with photodetectors.15,16 Microlenses have been
commonly integrated with photodetectors. With the recent
miniaturization of photodetectors, smaller microlenses are
needed. However, it is di!cult to fabricate smaller microlenses
while ensuring the perfect alignment for smaller pixels since a
physically large curvature needs to be formed. Meanwhile,
metalenses could be easily fabricated and integrated with small
state-of-the-art photodetectors without alignment errors owing
to their two-dimensional ultrathin structure relative to the
microlenses that can provide an arbitrary wavefront, thereby
potentially making them suitable for complementary metal
oxide semiconductors (CMOSs).
The silicon photomultiplier (SiPM) is a single-photon

sensitive solid-state photodetector. It contains hundreds to
thousands of single-photon avalanche diodes (SPADs) with
sizes varying from 5 ! 5 to 100 ! 100 !m2. SiPMs have been
investigated for several applications, such as time-of-"ight
positron emission tomography (TOF-PET), high-energy

physics experiments, and light detection and ranging
(LiDAR).17!20 For these applications, photodetection e!-
ciency (PDE) and timing performance of SiPMs are the most
important characteristics. An improvement in the PDE of a
SiPM with the use of metalenses by focusing the incident
photons on the entire SiPM has been reported.21

Further, SPADs should be surrounded by trenches to
suppress the harmful e#ects of optical crosstalk. However,
trench areas are low-photosensitivity areas that contribute to
PDE degradation. In the aforementioned applications of
SiPMs, incident photons uniformly pass through the photo-
sensitive and low-photosensitivity areas (Figure 1(a)).
However, a poor timing performance of the photons detected
only near the trench is observed, as compared to those
absorbed at the photosensitive area.22,23 Therefore, incident
photons need to be guided to the photosensitive area to
suppress PDE degradation. To achieve this, the integration of
metalenses with SPADs of a SiPM has been proposed.24 This
strategy aims to concentrate the incident photons impinging
the SPADs to the photosensitive area. However, the
e#ectiveness of this proposed method remains unknown.
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Idealized light profiles

*Very sensitive to arrival angles of photons
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Recent developments

• Fabrication of a 175nm metalense 
(shortest wavelength to date)  

• Fabrication of metalense array to 
combine to optic fibers 

• Design of resonating cavity 
metasurface to enhance wavelength 
shifting efficiency (TPB and other 
novel materials that can wavelength 
shift as metasurface)

5

A.Martins (Guenette & Capasso groups)

Our first phase of development aims at applications to noble element detectors. As these detectors
are used in current and future dark matter (LZ [14], DarkSide [15, 16], XENON [17], DARWIN [18],
Argo [19]), neutrinoless double beta decay (NEXT [20], nEXO [21]) and in neutrino (SBN [22], DUNE [23])
experiments, the impact of our project will be wide ranging (see letters of interest). However, we note
that the design of the metalenses can be minimally modified to accommodate other types of scintillator
detectors; our approach therefore opens up a new platform for increasing the performance of detectors
across many areas of particle, astroparticle and nuclear physics.

2 Development Plan

Building on our early design and simulation studies, and on the experimental advances shown in fig. 1
and in ref. [11], we are now ready to focus our development on the application to noble element detectors
with a scalable solution. Our hypothesis is as follows: To first approximation, the cost of detectors such
as SiPMs scales linearly with their area, so with size2. An obvious solution is to use lenses and focus light
onto the sensors, on the basis that lenses are much cheaper than sensors. If the lens has a magnification M,
then detector size scales as 1/M and cost, based on area, scales as 1/M2. This appears to be a promising
approach. If WLS are used, however, they can be considered isotropic Lambertian emitters, and the logic
describe above does not apply, as illustrated in fig. 2a. The conservation of étendu of an optical system
demands that magnification M scales as the numerical aperture NA; smaller size goes with larger aperture
and vice versa. It is also well understood that collection efficiency from a Lambertian emitter such as the
WLS scales as 1/NA

2, so correspondingly, collection efficiency scales as 1/M2. Combining this with the
1/M2 cost advantage from above, we note that there is no gain; any reduction in cost is paid for with a
commensurate reduction in collection efficiency.

Figure 2: a) Conventional optical system. The UV light that enters from the right is converted by a
wavelength shifter (WLS) of dimension size and the converted light is collected by an optical system of
magnification M. The improvement due to the magnification is lost by a reduction in collection efficiency.
b) By adding a resonant metasurface into the system, the emission from the WLS is directed into a narrow
cone and can be efficiently collected and focused onto the detector

Here, we propose a radical departure from this apparent impasse by exploiting nanophotonic concepts.
In nanophotonics, the concept of cavity-enhanced emission is well studied, including numerous works by
the Krauss group. It follows directly from Fermi’s Golden Rule, which specifies that emission scales as
the density of states. A cavity or resonant nanophotonic structure supports modes that can have a signif-
icantly higher density of states than the surrounding radiation continuum; correspondingly, any emission
will preferentially couple into such modes, which means that the radiation from a Lambertian emitter (like
WLS) can be tailored into specific modes and/or directions. For example, in [24], Krauss et al. reported
a 300-fold enhancement of the emission from a photonic crystal nanocavity into a narrow collection cone
due to cavity-enhanced emission.

3

Guenette (Manchester) & Krauss (York) groups
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Future of metasurfaces in HEP

• The huge range of applications and capabilities of metasurfaces (and 
the low cost / mass production potential) make them very attractive 
for large scale detectors  

• R&D for applications to HEP has just started and several avenues are 
being pursued. The challenges are to tailor the metasurface design 
to the exact detector concept  

• Each detector has its own light profile, light collection area needs, 
detection wavelengths…  

6
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Here, we propose a radical departure from this apparent impasse by exploiting nanophotonic concepts.
In nanophotonics, the concept of cavity-enhanced emission is well studied, including numerous works by
the Krauss group. It follows directly from Fermi’s Golden Rule, which specifies that emission scales as
the density of states. A cavity or resonant nanophotonic structure supports modes that can have a signif-
icantly higher density of states than the surrounding radiation continuum; correspondingly, any emission
will preferentially couple into such modes, which means that the radiation from a Lambertian emitter (like
WLS) can be tailored into specific modes and/or directions. For example, in [24], Krauss et al. reported
a 300-fold enhancement of the emission from a photonic crystal nanocavity into a narrow collection cone
due to cavity-enhanced emission.

3

Future of metasurfaces in HEP
• Metasurfaces could be game changing for many detector 

applications and directly address many of the future needs 
identifies by community reports (DOE BRN, ECFA R&D Roadmap, SNOWMASS) 

✓Noble Element detectors 

✓SiPMs efficiency 

✓Wavelength shifting efficiency 

✓Wavelength separation (Scintillation and Cherenkov)  

• Dedicated R&D needed in collaboration with nanophotonics 
experts to identify solutions

7
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FIG. 3. Metalens numerical modeling (in all cases, nsub = 1.52 and a plane wave is sent from the vacuum on the top of the image along the z-direction). For all the panels
of this figure except (c), λ = 590 nm. (a) Normalized light intensity in the XZ-plane for the metalens with aperture diameters d > 20 nm. (b) Normalized light intensity in the
XZ-plane for the metalens with aperture diameters d > 100 nm. (c) A crosscut along the vertical direction at the center of the focus corresponding to the simulation made
for different wavelengths. The results for λ = 590 nm correspond to the normalized intensity from (b) along the line x = 0. (d) Normalized light intensity in the XZ-plane for
the metalens with d > 100 nm, where the diameter is taken randomly from the normal distribution with a mean value d and a standard deviation σ = 10 nm. (e) Normalized
light intensity in the XZ-plane for the metalens with truncated cones as apertures—the top base diameter equals to d and the bottom one equals to 60% of d. (f) Normalized
light intensity in the XY-plane at the best focus position x = 8.52 �m in the case of design with aperture diameters limited to values d > 20 nm [the white dashed line in (a)].
(g) Normalized light intensity in the XY-plane at the best focus position x = 8.52 �m in the case of d > 100 nm [the white dashed line in (b)]. (h) Numerical simulation of the
amplitude and phase of the light transmitted through a periodic metasurface with the apertures of the identical diameter to determine the local response from the different
metalens areas. Simulation was done for different diameters d in the case of cylindrical and conical apertures. (i) Illustration of metalens application: reducing the amount of
light that would hit the dead boarder of the single photon avalanche photodiode (SPAD) by focusing it in the center of the detection region.

and phase. These two quantities calculated in the case of cylindri-
cal and conical apertures are shown in Fig. 3(h) as a function of the
aperture diameter d. The difference in the phase profiles explains the
focusing efficiency drop in the case of the conical apertures, which is
straightforwardly explained with the homogenization model as well,
as it changes mixture proportions and results in a smaller effective
refractive index contrast. Moreover, the results shown in Fig. 3(h)
allow calculating the average transmittance amplitude, which is T≈ 0.93 in the case of cylindrical apertures for both profiles with
d > 20 nm and d > 100 nm and in the case of conical ones with
d > 100 nm.

To demonstrate the scalability of our design, we investigated
the potential of a Fresnel metalens composed of eight different
concentric sections (Fig. 4). The purpose of these sections is, as

in a regular Fresnel lens, to enable a short focal length together
with a large lens diameter without requiring very thick materials.
The fabricated Fresnel metalens of dimensions 17 × 17 �m2 has
been characterized with the same method as the metalens in Fig. 2.
The optical microscope images taken at the metalens surface and
at its best focus plane are shown in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c), respec-
tively. From the axial shift between these two planes, we deduce
that this Fresnel metalens has a focal length of 7 �m. Considering
the 17 �m dimension of the lens and the 1.5 refractive index of the
medium where the light is focused, this Fresnel metalens features an
impressive numerical aperture of 1.15.While the concentric sections
intrinsic to the Fresnel design introduce interference ripples around
the focal spot (as we work under the spatial coherent condition
with plane wave illumination), the focal spot still bears transverse

APL Photon. 5, 116105 (2020); doi: 10.1063/5.0022162 5, 116105-5

© Author(s) 2020

First VUV metalense: A.Martins (Guenette & Capasso groups)

E. Mikheva et al., APL Photonics 5, 116105 (2020)
FBK+CERN

J. Sisler, APL 
Photonics 
(2020)
Capasso Group

Guenette (Manchester) & Krauss (York) groups
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Graphene

graphene properties originate from the 2p orbitals, which form the π state bands that delocalize over the sheet of 
carbons that constitute graphene.

Electron mobility X100 Si; heat conduction x2 Diamond, electron conductivity x 13 Cu,  it absorbs only 2.3% of reflected 
light; impermeable to He;  strongest material known: harder than diamond more elastic than rubber, high surface area 
of 2,630 m2/g. QT4HEP22-- I. Shipsey 90
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Gaseous detectors

21.2.2022 ECFA Detector R&D Roadmap - Susanne Kuehn

• Gaseous detectors: from Wire/Drift Chamber à Time 
Projection Chamber (TPC) à Micro-Pattern Gas Detectors

• Primary choice for large-area coverage with low material 
budget & dE/dx measurement (TPC, Drift chamber) & TOF 
functionality (MRPC, PICOSEC)

•

• Detector Readiness Matrices of each Task Force chapter focus on 
the extent to which the R&D topic is mission critical to the programme 
than the intensity of R&D required

– Must happen or main physics goals cannot be met

– Important to meet physics goals
– Desirable to enhance physics reach
– R&D need being met

91QT4HEP22-- I. Shipsey
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over 50 years

Gaseous  detectors:  
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Nygren Oed
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Gaseous detectors: MPGD area increasing dramatically
• Upgrades to a number of 

systems used at the LHC for 
tracking, muon spectroscopy 
and triggering have taken 
advantage of the 
renaissance in gaseous 
detectors (esp MPGDs)

• New generation of TPCs 
use MPGD-based readout: 
e.g. ALICE Upgrade, T2K, ILC, 
CepC

M. Titov

M. Titov
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From widely used MWPC to  
widely used MPGD has taken
50 years

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1057577/contributions/4457209/attachments/2335645/3980954/1_2021_10_UNIV-LONDON_TRACKING-SYMPOSIUM_NEXT-FRONTIERS-PARTICLE-PHYSICS-DETECTORS_28102021.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1057577/contributions/4457209/attachments/2335645/3980954/1_2021_10_UNIV-LONDON_TRACKING-SYMPOSIUM_NEXT-FRONTIERS-PARTICLE-PHYSICS-DETECTORS_28102021.pdf


Gaseous detectors: timing
• Gaseous detectors offer very competitive timing through e.g.

• Multi-gap Resistive Plate Chambers (down to 60 ps time resolution) (ALICE TOF Detector, Z.Liu, NIM A927 (2019) 396)  
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s ~ 25 ps
per track

Cherenkov radiator + Photocathode + MM 
Timing (MIP test-beam): 

• An enabling emerging R&D:  Micromegas with timing (PICOSEC concept) à Many developments 
emerged from the R&D studies 
within the RD51 Collaboration
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Micropattern
Gas Detector
PICOSEC
achieves <25ps
time time resolution

The efficiency of the 
photocathode directly
Translates to achievable 
timing resolution 

An enhancement of 
photocathode QE 
by resonant processes 
in low dimensional 
structures has shown
promising results 

Enhancement of Charge Conversion in Low Dimensional Materials
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MPGDs  use of 2-D materials to improve.
• tailor the primary charge production process,
• protect sensitive photocathodes in harsh environments 

#1 Tune the workfunction
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MPGDs  use of 2-D materials to improve.
• improve the performance of the amplification stage #2 Amplification
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Gaseous Detectors
Multiwire Proportional Chamber
1960’s
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Leemans et al., Nature Phys. (2006); Nakamura et al., Phys. Plasmas (2007)  

H-discharge capillary (1018 cm-3) 

3 cm 

1012 MeV 
2.9% 
1.7 mrad 
30 pC 
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Wim Leemans

TPC

need to develop
new technologies

TPC
1970s
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https://www.lctpc.org/e8/e57671
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Quantum sensors for high energy particle physics

Rydberg atom TPC’s
Georgy Kornakov / WUT

principle carries over to drift region:
enhanced electron signal through “priming” of gas in drift region:             
effective reduction of ionization threshold of gas in amplification region
increased dE/dx through standard primary ionization + photo-ionization of atoms excited by mip’s

reduction of ionization and
atomic excitation threshold

ionization + excitation;
natural decay of unmodified atoms

+ ++
- - -+ ++-

-- + ++
- - -+ ++-

-- + ++
- - -+ ++-

--

photo-ionization of excited atoms

Act on the drift region

EP seminar, 13.5.202235/38
Friday 13 May 22

Rydberg Tracking Chamber
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Diagnosing cardiovascular diseases through the use of diamond. The technique, called hyperpolarisation, 
utilises defects in diamond’s quantum properties to transfer spin to molecules that are used to improve 
MRI images in patients
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Quantum sensors for high energy particle physics

https://www.metaboliqs.eu/en/news-
events/MetaboliQs_PM_first_year.html

Diamond plates of up to 8 × 8 mm² 
in size, fabricated by Element Six

© Dr. Christoph Nebel, Fraunhofer IAF

https://www.nature.com/articles/ncomms9456

Local and bulk 13C hyperpolarization in nitrogen-vacancy 
centred diamonds at variable fields and orientations, G. 
Alvarez et al., Nature Communications 6, 8456 (2015)

optically polarizable elements: Nitrogen-vacancy diamonds (NVD)

NV in diamond

guides for optical polarization polarized scattering center

silicon trackers
(direction and timing) 

spin-spin scattering for helicity determination: usually with polarized beams and/or polarized targets

introduce polarized scattering planes to extract track-by-track particle helicity

Georgy Kornakov / WUT
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optically polarizable elements: Nitrogen-vacancy diamonds (NVD)
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Quantum sensors for high energy particle physics

https://www.metaboliqs.eu/en/news-
events/MetaboliQs_PM_first_year.html

Diamond plates of up to 8 × 8 mm² 
in size, fabricated by Element Six

© Dr. Christoph Nebel, Fraunhofer IAF

https://www.nature.com/articles/ncomms9456

Local and bulk 13C hyperpolarization in nitrogen-vacancy 
centred diamonds at variable fields and orientations, G. 
Alvarez et al., Nature Communications 6, 8456 (2015)

optically polarizable elements: Nitrogen-vacancy diamonds (NVD)

NV in diamond

guides for optical polarization polarized scattering center

silicon trackers
(direction and timing) 

spin-spin scattering for helicity determination: usually with polarized beams and/or polarized targets

introduce polarized scattering planes to extract track-by-track particle helicity

Georgy Kornakov / WUT
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EP seminar, 13.5.202237/38
Friday 13 May 22

spin-spin scattering for helicity determination: usually with polarized beams and/or polarized targets or 
self-analysing decays like the /\.   
introduce polarized scattering planes to extract track-by-track particle helicity  to learn a great deal 
about standard model particles that have not previously been studied in this way  

based on known optical transitions, exhibit fast optical spin-
polarization, sensitivity to static and dynamic magnetic !elds,
long coherence times and coupling to neighboring nuclear and
electronic spins, and are reliable in handling and manufacturing.
Here, we propose two schemes for tracking and polarimetry using
NV’s in diamond as active medium of a new kind of particle
detectors. The !rst scheme introduces the optical polarization of
the NV center as the active scattering medium which de"ects
particles depending on the incoming particle spin orientation; the
second scheme is that of an active target, prepared to be operated
in close vicinity of the reaction in order to sense the remaining
low energy fragments after the collisions have taken place.

5.1 Polarimetry and Tracking: NV in
Diamond Arrays as a Polar Tracker
The measurement of observables that can be related to the spin
orientation of a particle provides an additional degree of control
for understanding the underlying physical processes. In this
sense, the internal structure of the nucleon, nucleus, the origin
of the spin of hadrons or the spin properties of the decon!ned
"uids produced in collisions of heavy ions could be explored
using particle trackers enhanced with intercalated polarized thin
scattering planes for measurement of left-right azimuthal
asymmetries along the ! angle of the particles impinging on
these polarimeters.

Currently, spin physics is limited to facilities with polarized
beams [114] and targets [115] or to particles such as the self-
resolving weak decays, such as of the ! baryon [116]. Extending
the availability of measurements to other hadrons could bring
new insights into their structure and interactions or those from
whose decay they stem.

The intrinsic optical polarization properties of the NV defects in
diamond can be suitable for construction of thin polarized layers
with them. Charged particles undergoing elastic scattering with the
polarized centers will have a small anisotropy in the left-right
scattering direction. By measuring the process several times, a

probabilistic estimate of the polarization of the particle can be
reconstructed according to the scheme in Figure 3. The simplest
setup would consist of a series of thin pairs of silicons or detectors
with similar position sensitivity providing high pointing accuracy
and a reduced probability of scattering interleaved with NV’s in
diamond planes embedded in guides enabling the polarization of
the defects. These defects can be ef!ciently polarized [102] and
slightly modify the helicity-dependent scattering direction
probability of a charged particle crossing the polar tracker, thus
providing access to determining single particle spin orientations.

The probability of scattering in a polarized atom is directly
proportional to defect abundance in the diamond. The density of
defects is one of the parameters that is actively being optimized as
the sensitivity as a magnetometer scales with the square root of its
number [117]. Several existing approaches using modi!ed
deposition schemes [118] or creation of defects with laser
radiation [119] can achieve densities of 1016–18 cm!3. In spite
of the possibility of locally enhancing this density by another two
to three orders of magnitude through hyperpolarization [102]
(polarizing the atoms surrounding the defects), an additional
increase by two orders of magnitude in the defect abundance (or
the size of the locally polarized region surrounding them) will
nevertheless be required before such helicity trackers can be
realistically contemplated.

5.2 Polarimetry and Tracking: NV in
Diamond as Active Targets for Sensing
Heavy Fragments
In the previous scheme we have incorporated in the measuring
scheme only the optical polarization property of the NV’s in
diamond. Diamonds are known for having a high tolerance to
ionizing radiation. This makes them suitable beam detectors
[120]. Diamonds with defects could however be also used as
part of an active target. The high sensitivity of the defects to the
presence and spin of even single particles [121] can be used to
sense the production and the spin of the remaining highly

FIGURE 3 | Conceptual scheme of a charged particle tracked with
incorporated polarimeter based on NV’s in diamond as polarizable scattering
medium. The polarization is measured particle-by-particle by using the right-
left asymmetry in the scattering probabilities. Two planes of tracking
detectors, such as silicon pixel or microstrip detectors, are needed to
determine the particle direction before and after the polarized scattering plane.
The polarization of the diamonds can be achieved using optical means.

FIGURE 4 | Scheme of an active target based on polarized NV’s in
diamond used to sense the remaining heavy and slow spectator fragments.
The sketch shows the silicon trackers, the target material and the
optoelectronic system used to prepare the diamond for the
measurement and to perform the readout.

Frontiers in Physics | www.frontiersin.org June 2022 | Volume 10 | Article 88773810

Doser et al. Quantum Systems for HEP Detectors
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Direct Neutrino Mass Measurement
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KATRIN (2022)
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m⌫ < 0.8 eV (90% C.L.)

Direct (kinematic) : 
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Direct Neutrino Mass Measurement

7 June 2022 QTFP Community Meeting 3
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Normal ordering Inverted Ordering 

50 meV

9 meV

• Powerful constraints from cosmology but cannot replace lab measurements.
• Kinematic” measurement of β-decay spectrum is the only model independent method.
• Two clear sensitivity goals: 50 meV for I.O. and 9 meV for N.O.

Goal of next generation 
experiments.

“Guaranteed” 
observation if reached.
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CRES

7 June 2022 QTFP Community Meeting 4

A. Schawlow: “Never 
measure anything but 

frequency!”

f =
1

2⇡

eB

me + Ekin/c2
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

Cyclotron Radiation Emission Spectroscopy 
(Monreal and Formaggio, Phys. Rev. D 80 2009)

≈ 27 GHz for 18.6 keV     
and 1 Tesla.

Project-8 (2015)
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QTNM-CRESDA

7 June 2022 QTFP Community Meeting 6

• Novel atomic source and delivery system together with characterisation.
• Quantum-limited microwave detection system in CRES region.
• High-precision B-field mapping.
• Software, simulations & sensitivity studies.

QTNM
Part of UK’s
QTFP
Programme
Similar to
Project-8
with which
there is a close
collaboartion



Precise B-field mapping using D/T atoms as 
quantum sensors in the QTNM experiment

D/T atoms are prepared in circular Rydberg states (quantum 
state superposition)  

Beam is expanded to fill the CRES* region

At selected time pulses of MW-radiation applied within CRES 
volume drive Rydberg-Rydberg transition (wave-function 
collapse). These transitions are sensitive to B-field variations at 1 
part in 107 for B=1T (<0.1ppm)

Transitions are detected by state-
selective ionisation

Ramsey spectrum of MW-transition 
between circular Rydberg states 
(Helium example)

* Cyclotron Radiation Emission Spectroscopy QT4HEP22-- I. Shipsey 113



3K environment
Low phase noise  m’wave

synthesiser

r.f.
LNA

Fast digitiser and 
signal processing 

module

Ambient environment

10 MHz Frequency 
standard

Coupling 
structure

-
Cryogenic 

HEMT amp.
Parametric-amp or SLUG

10MHz Frequency 
standard

LNF-LNC15_29B 

Magnet
~1T

Antenna 
array

Cyclotron Radiation Readout in QTNM 

• Collectable power from electron cyclotron radiation is < 1fW
• State-of-the-art HEMT amplifiers noise temperature ~10K
• CRES* requires amplifiers with noise ≤ 1K 

Quantum Amplifiers! 

Quantum Amplifier

* Cyclotron Radiation Emission Spectroscopy 
QT4HEP22-- I. Shipsey 115



Barium Tagging in Xe neutrinoless double beta 
decay experiments

1
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Measurement of radon-induced 
backgrounds in the NEXT double beta 
decay experiment
P. Novella et al,  arXiv:1804.00471 

Ba++ expected 
in xenon gas

B.Jones, TAUP2021
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Bi-color sensing
14

• Variometric rather than off-on sensing technique 
• Switches  from green to blue  upon chelation; filter removes green light background 

allowing fluorescence separation
• Barium interacts with nitrogen on fluorescent group on chelation, as well as with 

nitrogen “switch”, giving dual function of color-shift and fluorescence enhancement’
• Proposed to be used with two-photon microscopy

Rivilla et al,
Nature 583, 48–54 (2020)

à Color-shift rather than off/on is a promising and novel approach

Detecting a single Ba ion

• Original idea to use Single Molecule Fluorescent Imaging 

• On-Off chemosensors developed 

• Bi-Color chemosensors developed

3

Single Molecule Fluorescent Imaging:

• A non-fluorescent molecule becomes fluorescent (or vice versa) upon 
chelation with an incident ion.

8

Not fluorescent Fluorescent

Dye

Receptor

Concept to adapt SMFI for Ba 
tagging: 
D.R. Nygren, J.Phys.Conf.Ser. 
650 (2015) no.1, 012002

Calcium and barium are congeners – many dyes developed for calcium 
are also expected to respond to barium – Eureka!

Dry barium sensing at 
single ion level

13

ß Molecular design computationally 
tuned for selectivity and sensitivity

Dry single Ba2+ ion sensitivity 
demonstrated with on-off molecules à

ACS Sensors 6, 1, 192–202 (2021)

Dry barium sensing at 
single ion level

13

ß Molecular design computationally 
tuned for selectivity and sensitivity

Dry single Ba2+ ion sensitivity 
demonstrated with on-off molecules à

ACS Sensors 6, 1, 192–202 (2021)

Dry barium sensing at 
single ion level

13

ß Molecular design computationally 
tuned for selectivity and sensitivity

Dry single Ba2+ ion sensitivity 
demonstrated with on-off molecules à

ACS Sensors 6, 1, 192–202 (2021)

15

In vacuuo chemical reaction 
Ba(ClO4)2 + FBI à FBI[Ba](ClO4)2

Turns bi-color sensor molecule blue à green

Confirmation of 
barium situated 
inside crown 
binding in this 
complex also made 
using XPS, STM

Nature 583, 
48–54 (2020)In-vacuo reaction of bi-color sensor

à In-vacuo barium complexation reactions shown to proceed with crown ethers

QT4HEP22-- I. Shipsey 118
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Further technological advances 

• Bi-color molecule activation 

• High pressure microscopy

4

15

In vacuuo chemical reaction 
Ba(ClO4)2 + FBI à FBI[Ba](ClO4)2

Turns bi-color sensor molecule blue à green

Confirmation of 
barium situated 
inside crown 
binding in this 
complex also made 
using XPS, STM

Nature 583, 
48–54 (2020)In-vacuo reaction of bi-color sensor

à In-vacuo barium complexation reactions shown to proceed with crown ethers

15

In vacuuo chemical reaction 
Ba(ClO4)2 + FBI à FBI[Ba](ClO4)2

Turns bi-color sensor molecule blue à green

Confirmation of 
barium situated 
inside crown 
binding in this 
complex also made 
using XPS, STM

Nature 583, 
48–54 (2020)In-vacuo reaction of bi-color sensor

à In-vacuo barium complexation reactions shown to proceed with crown ethers

High pressure 
microscopy 

• Single barium ion imaging over 
mm2 surface area demonstrated 
in 10 bar xenon gasHigh pressure 

microscopy 

• Single barium ion imaging over 
mm2 surface area demonstrated 
in 10 bar xenon gas

B.Jones, TAUP2021
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Demonstrators

5

19

CCD

TPX
Cam

Ba2+
e
e

e

EL (+HV)

RF
C

CCD

CCD

TPX
Cam

CCD

Ba++ ion
10 bar Xe

NEXT Data

2. Single Ba2+ ion tagging w/SMFI

+ - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + -

3. RF Carpet ion transport in xenon gas

SIMION simulationGEANT4 MC

1. Direct VUV camera tracking

NEXT-CRAB concept:

NEXT-BTX concept:

• Single ion sensor development is now 
fairly advanced

• Important R&D remains for ion 
concentration and collection:

• Sensor-to-ion (BTX concept)
• Ion-to-sensor (CRAB concept)

à Demonstrator phases under intensive development on 2-3 year timescale 

Demonstrators

B.Jones, TAUP2021QT4HEP22-- I. Shipsey 120
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wavelength blackbody photons) is reduced as the temperature
increases.76 Therefore, in a system in which blackbody radiation is
well filtered out, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) often decreases as the
temperature is increased.

The timing properties of SNSPDs (recovery time and time jitter)
have been thoroughly studied: Early on, the recovery time of NbN
SNSPDs was found to be limited by their kinetic inductance,77 reveal-
ing an intrinsic trade-off between large-area devices and fast recovery
times. A more systematic electro-thermal model78 was presented to
better explain the detection dynamics with a practical solution to
shorten recovery time by adding a resistor in series to SNSPDs.
However, in the same work, it was demonstrated that there is a limit
to reducing SNSPDs recovery times, this limit is dictated by electro-
thermal feedback and hence depends on the substrate material, on the
superconductor, temperature, bias, critical current, as well as on the
SNSPD’s kinetic inductance. While detectors with very fast electrical
recovery time (<1ns) have been demonstrated, it has also been shown
that the electrical recovery time (extracted from the pulse traces) is not
necessarily the same as the detector recovery time.79 Alternatively,
multi-pixel56 and multi-element structures80 were proposed and dem-
onstrated to increase the active area without sacrificing time perfor-
mance and even offering photon number resolution prospects.81

Since SNSPDs typically cover areas of hundreds of square micro-
meters and the electrical signal propagates through the detector with
finite speed, photons detected at different locations generate detection
pulses that reach the readout circuit at different times, leading to a geo-
metrical jitter.82 In 2017,83 the influence of Fano fluctuations on tim-
ing jitter was also reported. In the same year, timing jitter caused by
distributed electronic and geometric inhomogeneity of a supercon-
ducting nanowire84 was analyzed. Also, vortex-crossing-induced jitter
was systematically studied, and the theoretical limit of SNSPDs’ intrin-
sic timing jitter was estimated to be around 1 ps.85 Another study,
based on the two-temperature model coupled with the modified time-
dependent Ginzburg–Landau equation,86 argued that photon absorp-
tion location on a current-carrying superconducting strip has direct
influence on the minimal achievable time jitter. The minimum jitter
was shown to depend on the critical temperature of the superconduct-
ing film. This was calculated to be of the order 0.8 ps for a nanowire
with a width of 130nm made from a typical NbN superconducting
films with a critical temperature of 10K. Narrower nanowires can
potentially improve the minimum achievable jitter. If no other funda-
mental limitation for time jitter is discovered, ultimately, the time jitter
would be limited by the dynamics of suppression of superconductivity
(pair breaking) which depends on material, temperature, and the opti-
cal excitation density.87

D. Scope and content of this perspective
After summarizing the history and development of SNSPDs over

the past two decades, we highlight the leading theories to explain the
operation mechanism and provide the status quo and state-of-the-art
in SNSPD technology (Sec. II). A selected number of current and
potential future applications are discussed in Sec. III. Finally, we pro-
vide an outlook for future development (Sec. IV). For a more in-depth
and technical review of SNSPD’s working principle, intrinsic limita-
tions, and design solutions, we refer the readers to Ref. 88.

II. SNSPD DETECTION MECHANISMS AND STATE-OF-
THE-ART
A. SNSPD detection mechanisms

This section gives an overview of the leading physical models of
the detection mechanisms in SNSPDs, providing a qualitative descrip-
tion to understand basic working principles and device physics. We
consider the most common SNSPD implementation, based on a
superconducting nanowire (width 50–100nm) patterned from a thin
film (thickness 5–10nm) using a top-down nanofabrication process.
The nanowire, often designed as a meandering structure, is “DC-
biased” close to the device’s critical current via a bias tee, and low noise
amplifiers and counting electronics are used to detect single-photon
events and register corresponding voltage pulses. A phenomenological
model of the detection process was proposed in the initial reports on
SNSPDs22,89 and has been revised in the following two decades. To
allow for quantitative modeling and design optimizations, the detec-
tion process90 was divided into subsequent steps (see Fig. 1): (I) pho-
ton absorption; (II) creation of quasiparticles and phonons combined
with their diffusion; (III) emergence of a non-superconducting nano-
wire segment; (IV) re-direction of bias current in readout circuitry,
leading to a voltage pulse; and (V) detector recovery.

(I) The initial absorption of a single photon within the active
detector area is well described by a classical electromagnetic theory.
This allows for the use of established modeling tools92 to optimize
optical absorption in the superconducting layer for a desired wave-
length range. The absorption of a visible or near-infrared photon
results in (II) the formation and expansion of a cloud of quasiparticles,
which is initiated by the relaxation of the photo-excited electron and
followed by the creation, multiplication, and diffusion of quasiparticles
and phonons. These processes are governed by electron-electron,
electron-phonon, as well as phonon-phonon interactions and their
characteristic timescales,93 whereas the diffusion constants as well as
the ratio of the heat capacities of electrons and phonons are crucial for
the spatiotemporal relaxation dynamics. This downconversion process
is modeled through deterministic kinetic equations for electrons and
phonons94 or through a stochastic loss of excitation energy into the

FIG. 1. Macroscopic explanation of the detection mechanism (based on Refs. 22,
78, and 89). In the steady state (SS), the superconducting thin-film strip is current
biased. Photon absorption (I) leads to the creation of quasi-particles and phonons
(II). This leads to the formation of a normal-conducting part of the strip (III).
Redirection of the current toward the readout electronics allows a recovery of the
superconducting state (IV), which leads to a return of the current (V) to its initial
value. This reset dynamics is limited by the kinetic inductance of the device.
Center: The voltage readout signal with each step labeled. Adapted with permission
from Allmaras et al., Nano Lett. 20, 2163–2168 (2020). Copyright 2020 American
Chemical Society.91

Applied Physics Letters PERSPECTIVE scitation.org/journal/apl

Appl. Phys. Lett. 118, 190502 (2021); doi: 10.1063/5.0045990 118, 190502-3

VC Author(s) 2021
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Skipper CCDs

CCD with two readout innovations
High-frequency differencing to reduce  

impact of 1/f amplifier noise
Non-destructive multiple read cycles to  

reduce electronics noise by √N

Provides similar single-eh pair sensitivity

Currently being applied for DM searches, 
low-light-level astronomy

Superconducting Nanowire Single  
Photon Detectors (SNSPDs)
Threshold detector for single photons

Very narrow (~100 nm) superconducting  
meander biased close to transition

Absorption of photon drives normal

ps timing resolution

Provides high-efficiency, high-fidelity photon  
counter for QIS applications

WSi demonstrated with 100 meV threshold

Very low dark count rate demonstrated,  
applicable for DM searches
But very small volume
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FIG. 1. Single-electron charge resolution using a Skipper
CCD with 4000 samples per pixel (bin width of 0.03 e�). The
measured charge per pixel is shown for pixels with low-light
level illumination (top) and stronger illumination (bottom).
Integer electron peaks can be distinctly resolved in both
regimes contemporaneously. The peak at 0 e� has rms noise
of 0.068 e� rms/ pix while the peak at 777 e� has rms noise of
0.086 e� rms/ pix. The Gaussian fits have �2 = 22.6/22 and
�2 = 19.5/21, respectively. The two measurements demon-
strate the single-electron sensitivity over a large dynamical
range.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

CCD detector

The detector studied here is a p-channel CCD fabri-
cated on high resistivity (⇠10 k⌦ cm) n-type silicon that
was fully depleted at a substrate voltage of 40 V. The sen-
sor is 200 µm thick and composed of 15µm⇥15µm square
pixels arranged in a 4126⇥866 array. The characteristics
of the Skipper CCD are collected in Table I. To reduce
the number of electrons promoted to the silicon conduc-
tion band by thermal fluctuations (“dark current”), the
sensor is operated at low temperatures. Here we operate
the sensor at 140 K, but this could be lowered to ⇠ 100 K
before charge-transfer e�ciency is significantly reduced.
As we discuss further below, the dark current may be
the limiting factor for some applications though signifi-

TABLE I. Skipper CCD Detector Characteristics

Characteristic Value Unit

Format 4126⇥ 866 pixels

Pixel Scale 15 µm

Thickness 200 µm

Operating Temperature 140 Kelvin

Number of Amplifiers 4

Dark Currenta < 10�3 e�/ pix/day

Readout Time (1 sample) 10 µs/pix/amp

Readout Noise (1 sample) 3.55 e� rms/ pix

Readout Noise (4000 samples) 0.068 e� rms/ pix
a The upper limit on dark current comes from measurements on
a similar CCD used by the DAMIC experiment [13].

cant investment has been made to minimize it [14, 15].
Figure 2 shows a simplified diagram of the Skipper

CCD output stage. At t0, all the charge is drained from
the sense node (SN) to Vdrain by applying a pulse to
the dump gate (DG), and the SN voltage is restored
to Vref with a pulse to the reset gate (RG). At t1, the
summing-well gate (SG) phase is raised to transfer the
charge packet to the SN and conclude the readout of the
first sample. To take the second sample, the output gate
(OG) and SG phase are lowered at t2, moving the charge
packet in the SN back under the SG phase and the ref-
erence voltage of the SN is restored applying a pulse to
the RG. This cycle can be repeated to sample the same
charge packet multiple times. A more detailed descrip-
tion of the Skipper output stage can be found in [11].
The CCD is divided into four rectangular regions of

2063⇥433 pixels, each of which is read by an independent
amplifier possessing a distinct readout design. The most
important di↵erence between the readout designs tested
is the size of the floating gate. Smaller floating gates
have smaller capacitance and higher gain, but can be

FIG. 2. Simplified diagram of the Skipper CCD output stage.
H1, H2 and H3 are the horizontal register clock phases. MR
is a switch to reset the sense node to Vref . M1 is a MOSFET
in a source follower configuration. Due to its floating gate,
the Skipper readout performs a non-destructive measurement
of the charge at the SN.
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https://sensei-skipper.github.io/#SkipperCCD

https://singlequantum.com/technology/snspd/
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FIG. 1. Single-electron charge resolution using a Skipper
CCD with 4000 samples per pixel (bin width of 0.03 e�). The
measured charge per pixel is shown for pixels with low-light
level illumination (top) and stronger illumination (bottom).
Integer electron peaks can be distinctly resolved in both
regimes contemporaneously. The peak at 0 e� has rms noise
of 0.068 e� rms/ pix while the peak at 777 e� has rms noise of
0.086 e� rms/ pix. The Gaussian fits have �2 = 22.6/22 and
�2 = 19.5/21, respectively. The two measurements demon-
strate the single-electron sensitivity over a large dynamical
range.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

CCD detector

The detector studied here is a p-channel CCD fabri-
cated on high resistivity (⇠10 k⌦ cm) n-type silicon that
was fully depleted at a substrate voltage of 40 V. The sen-
sor is 200 µm thick and composed of 15µm⇥15µm square
pixels arranged in a 4126⇥866 array. The characteristics
of the Skipper CCD are collected in Table I. To reduce
the number of electrons promoted to the silicon conduc-
tion band by thermal fluctuations (“dark current”), the
sensor is operated at low temperatures. Here we operate
the sensor at 140 K, but this could be lowered to ⇠ 100 K
before charge-transfer e�ciency is significantly reduced.
As we discuss further below, the dark current may be
the limiting factor for some applications though signifi-

TABLE I. Skipper CCD Detector Characteristics

Characteristic Value Unit

Format 4126⇥ 866 pixels

Pixel Scale 15 µm

Thickness 200 µm

Operating Temperature 140 Kelvin

Number of Amplifiers 4

Dark Currenta < 10�3 e�/ pix/day

Readout Time (1 sample) 10 µs/pix/amp

Readout Noise (1 sample) 3.55 e� rms/ pix

Readout Noise (4000 samples) 0.068 e� rms/ pix
a The upper limit on dark current comes from measurements on
a similar CCD used by the DAMIC experiment [13].

cant investment has been made to minimize it [14, 15].
Figure 2 shows a simplified diagram of the Skipper

CCD output stage. At t0, all the charge is drained from
the sense node (SN) to Vdrain by applying a pulse to
the dump gate (DG), and the SN voltage is restored
to Vref with a pulse to the reset gate (RG). At t1, the
summing-well gate (SG) phase is raised to transfer the
charge packet to the SN and conclude the readout of the
first sample. To take the second sample, the output gate
(OG) and SG phase are lowered at t2, moving the charge
packet in the SN back under the SG phase and the ref-
erence voltage of the SN is restored applying a pulse to
the RG. This cycle can be repeated to sample the same
charge packet multiple times. A more detailed descrip-
tion of the Skipper output stage can be found in [11].
The CCD is divided into four rectangular regions of

2063⇥433 pixels, each of which is read by an independent
amplifier possessing a distinct readout design. The most
important di↵erence between the readout designs tested
is the size of the floating gate. Smaller floating gates
have smaller capacitance and higher gain, but can be

FIG. 2. Simplified diagram of the Skipper CCD output stage.
H1, H2 and H3 are the horizontal register clock phases. MR
is a switch to reset the sense node to Vref . M1 is a MOSFET
in a source follower configuration. Due to its floating gate,
the Skipper readout performs a non-destructive measurement
of the charge at the SN.
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Strengths:

1) detecting photons by absorption with <10 ps timing resolution and nearly unity quantum efficiency. This is 
why they are used as photon counters in QIS applications and also why they are being developed for deep 
space optical communication.

2) detecting sub-eV energy depositions — this is why they get used for dark matter, as dark photon detection 
with semiconductors otherwise limits one to energies of roughly 1 eV and above. SNSPDs have demonstrated 
roughly 100 meV energy threshold.

SNSPDs
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extract new bounds on DM interactions with electrons, both
in scattering and absorption processes. Our projections for
the future reach of superconducting nanowires into the DM
parameter space follow. We conclude with a discussion of
impact, remaining issues, and possible future work.
Concept.—Superconducting nanowires are a rapidly

developing technology with applications ranging from space
communications [25,26], to LIDAR [27,28], to quantum-
information science [29]. With sub-eV energy sensitivity
[24], !10"4 counts=s dark count rates for a device with area
56 !m2 [23], and spatial discrimination ability [30], super-
conducting-nanowire single-photon detectors (SNSPDs)
provide an excellent candidate for detecting DM. SNSPDs
are fabricated by using superconducting films a few nano-
meters thick on a variety of substrates, with widths between
30 and 200 nm using electron-beam lithography and reactive
ion etching. SNSPDs are typically fabricated into planar
meander structures covering tens to hundreds of square
micrometers [31]. The device operating principle is straight-
forward: when cooled below the superconducting transition
temperature and biased with a sufficiently high current, the
energy deposited by an incident particle can cause the
transition of a portion of the nanowire into the normal
(resistive, nonsuperconducting) state. This appearance of a
resistive region in the current-biased nanowire results in
voltage pulseswith typical amplitudes of!1 mV(depending
on the amplifier’s input impedance) and durations of a
few to tens of nanoseconds. A schematic depiction of the
device operation is shown in Fig. 1(a). These detectors have
demonstrated dark count rates as low as 1 ! 10"4 counts=s
[23], making them particularly interesting for sensing rare
events.
We therefore propose the use of SNSPDs for direct

detection of DM. They can be used as both the target
material withwhich theDM interacts, aswell as the sensitive
sensor measuring this interaction. Large target mass can be
achieved via large arrays combined with multiplexing [32],

without disturbing the excellent energy threshold of these
devices nor their low-noise character.
A useful rule of thumb regarding the connection between

the energy threshold of the device versus the DM mass that
it can probe is as follows. In a DM scattering process off a
target, the maximal energy deposited is the entire kinetic
energy the particle is carrying !mDMv2DM, where mDM and
vDM are the DM mass and velocity, respectively. Since the
DM velocity around us is of order 10"3 in natural units
(where c ! ! ! 1), a given system sensitive to energy
deposits of ED or larger can probe DM masses 106 larger
than ED via the scattering process, Escat

D ! 10"6mDM. If
instead the DM particle is absorbed by the target, it deposits
its entire mass energy, meaning that the same target system
is sensitive to Eabs

D !mDM via absorption processes.
For DM scattering with electrons in the SNSPDs,

devices with eV-scale thresholds can thus probe DM mass
of MeV and above. In this mass range, several proposed
other targets exist in the literature (see, e.g., Ref. [33] for a
recent community report). The reach of the SNSPDs can be
comparable to or better than these other targets, depending
on exposure size and duration, and is complementary to
other approaches. The SNSPDs, however, offer the advan-
tage of possible directionality of the signal: with energy
deposits of a few eV and above, the electrons are likely to
be ejected from the material and could then hit multiple
layers of SNSPD arrays. If it is found that the ejected
electron from the superconductor tracks the direction of the
incoming DM particle [34], then reproducing the direction
of the outgoing electron via the stacked geometry and the
SNSPD’s spacial discrimination power would inform us
about the directionality of the signal. This could also
help discriminate signal from background. Similar use of
directionality from a stacked configuration has been sug-
gested for use in graphene targets [5].
As the threshold of the device is lowered to sub-eV

energies, lower DM masses can be probed, with O"meV#
energy deposits above the superconducting gap corre-
sponding to O"keV# DM masses. Indeed, nanowires that
exhibit sensitivity to 5 !m wavelength photons, corre-
sponding to an energy threshold of !250 meV, have been
demonstrated [24], and it is likely that further technology
developments could push the energy sensitivity to 10 !m
(!125 meV energies) or even beyond. As we will show, the
reach of the SNSPDs into the sub-MeV DM mass range is
substantial and can provide excellent results even with very
small target masses, which can be constructed on relatively
short timescales.
Additionally, as we will show, absorption of DM in the

sub-eV and above mass range is similarly possible via
SNSPDs, providing an important complementary probe to,
e.g., existing stellar constraints.
Existing prototype device.—Having presented the basic

concept of detection via SNSPDs, we now describe an
existing prototype device and how measurements of its

(a) (b)

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic depiction of the operating principle of
SNSPDs: (i) The detector is biased at a current close to the critical
value. (ii) When the energy is absorbed by the nanowire, the
electrons depart from equilibrium and diffuse out of the formed
hot spot. A resistive region formed across the nanowire then leads
to a measurable voltage pulse in the readout. (b) The SEM image
of the prototype WSi device after fabrication. The active area is
400 ! 400 !m2. Nanowires are consistently connected to two
contact pads.
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performance already place bounds on DM scattering and
absorption.
Figure 1(b) is a scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of

the prototype tungsten silicide (WSi) device after fabrica-
tion. The active device area was 400 ! 400 !m2, and the
nanowire was connected to external circuitry via two
contact pads. The width of the nanowires was 140 nm

with a pitch of 340 nm. The thickness of the WSi film was
7 nm, and the resulting mass is 4.3 ng. Further details of the
device design and fabrication are provided in the
Supplemental Material [35].
The device was first characterized electrically and opti-

cally in an apparatus with a connection to an optical fiber
leading outside of the cryostat. The switching current of the
device IC was 5.5 !A measured at 300 mK by sweeping
the current from a 50!-impedance source. Figure 2 shows
the dependence of the count rate on the absolute bias current
for this 400 ! 400 !m2 large-area SNSPD at 1550 nm
wavelength (!0.8 eV). When the detector was illuminated,
the count rate rose at a bias current of 3 !A. Counts initially
grew with the current and the device saturated at a bias
current of 4.5 !A.At this bias current, the count ratewith the
laser light turned off (background count rate, presumably
originating from infrared blackbody illumination guided
through fiber) was below 100 counts=s. The maximum
background count rate was measured at a point just below
the transition to the resistive state, at 103 counts=s.
To eliminate the effect of blackbody illumination from

the optical fiber, the optical fiber connection was then
removed, several layers of shielding were added, and the
device was retested. To establish that the detector was still
operating correctly, the device was biased to just below its
critical current and background events were again observed

FIG. 2. The photon counts as a function of the absolute bias
current, exhibited by the prototype WSi device tested in a fiber-
coupled package at 300 mK.

FIG. 3. Expected reach for DM-electron scattering via a light (left) and heavy (right) mediator as a function of DM mass. The solid
black curve labeled “Bound WSi” indicates the new bound placed by our prototype device with 4.3 ng exposed for 10 000 s. Other solid
curves indicate our background-free 95% C.L. projected reach for either NbN or WSi targets, with various exposures and thresholds.
Also shown are the existing constraints from Xenon10 [2] (shaded gray), SuperCDMS [36] (shaded red), and SENSEI [37] (shaded
purple), as well as the projected reach for a kg yr exposure of a silicon target [38] (dotted green) and superconducting bulk aluminum
with a 10 meV threshold [9,10] (dotted gray). For clarity, 177 !g corresponds to a 10 ! 10 cm2 area of NbN at 4 nm thickness and a 50%
fill factor, and a 248 (124) meV threshold corresponds to a 5!10" !m wavelength.
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We propose the use of superconducting nanowires as both target and sensor for direct detection of sub-
GeV dark matter. With excellent sensitivity to small energy deposits on electrons and demonstrated low
dark counts, such devices could be used to probe electron recoils from dark matter scattering and absorption
processes. We demonstrate the feasibility of this idea using measurements of an existing fabricated
tungsten-silicide nanowire prototype with 0.8-eV energy threshold and 4.3 ng with 10 000 s of exposure,
which showed no dark counts. The results from this device already place meaningful bounds on dark
matter-electron interactions, including the strongest terrestrial bounds on sub-eV dark photon absorption to
date. Future expected fabrication on larger scales and with lower thresholds should enable probing of new
territory in the direct detection landscape, establishing the complementarity of this approach to other
existing proposals.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.123.151802

Introduction.—Dark matter (DM) is one of the most
important unsolved mysteries of the Universe. Focus on the
weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP) paradigm has
guided experimental searches for decades. Traditional
methods searching for suchweak-scaleDM in the laboratory
via nuclear recoils have made tremendous progress in
probing DM with mass above the GeV scale, but typically
make poor targets for detection of sub-GeV DM that goes
beyond theWIMP paradigm. As theWIMP parameter space
continues to be coveredwithout discovery of DM, new ideas
to search for lighter DM are of the essence.
Indeed, recent years have seen a surge of such new ideas

emerge. These include the use of atomic excitations [1],
electron recoils in semiconductors [1–4], two-dimensional
targets such as graphene [5] and carbon nanotubes [6], color
centers [7], and scintillators [8], which can be sensitive to
MeV-scaleDMmasses. Sub-MeVDMcan further be probed
by superconductors [9–11], Dirac materials [12], superfluid
helium [13–15], and polar crystals [16,17]. The proposed
experimental designs for each distinct target material
differ from one another, with a variety of sensor technology
employed across designs, including the use of CCDs,
transition edge sensors (TESs), microwave kinetic

inductance detectors, and graphene field effect transistors
(G-FETs) coupled to a target.
Quantum-information science has been breaking new

ground in sensor technology, with superconducting nano-
wires a now established and burgeoning field [18–20].
Some of these nanowires have sub-eV energy sensitivity,
which allows them to be used as single-excitation detectors.
The recent emphasis on development of such low-thresh-
old, ultrafast, and low-noise single-photon detectors
for photonic quantum-information applications [21,22]
promises a radical improvement in the search for DM.
The advent of superconducting nanowire detectors, which
currently have fewer than ten dark counts per day [23] and
have demonstrated sensitivity from the midinfrared
[24] to the ultraviolet wavelength band [23], provides an
opportunity to search for rare low-energy deposits of DM
via scattering or absorption processes.
Here we propose and perform initial experiments

using this technology as both the target for DM interactions
with electrons and the sensor with which to detect these
interactions. Depending on the energy thresholds reached
in these devices—nanowires with sub-eV thresholds have
already been experimentally realized [24]—sensitivity to
low-mass DM can be achieved. Energy deposits of order of
a few eV and above can further allow for directional
detection of DM via a stacked geometry, which would
serve as a powerful discriminate between signal and
background.
In this Letter, we begin by describing the basic detection

process in these devices. We then describe an existing
prototype nanowire and report on how it can be used to

Published by the American Physical Society under the terms of
the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license.
Further distribution of this work must maintain attribution to
the author(s) and the published article’s title, journal citation,
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1 Background

Single-photon detectors based on superconducting nanowires (SSPDs or SNSPDs) have rapidly become
the detector of choice for photonic quantum information science and technology. The table below summa-
rizes the state-of-the-art performance for SNSPDs as well as anticipated progress that is likely to be achieved
in the next five years. To be clear, the performance described in the table are for different devices, and is not
currently possible to achieve in one device. However, with suitable investment in research and development,
many of these detector metrics could be obtained simultaneously.

Parameter SOA 2020 Goal by 2025
Efficiency 98% @ 1550nm >80 % @10µm

Energy Threshold 0.125 eV (10 µm) 12.5 meV (100 µm)
Timing Jitter 2.7 ps < 1ps
Active Area 1 mm2 100 cm2

Max Count Rate 1.2 Gcps 100 Gcps
Pixel Count 1 kilopixel 16 megapixel

Operating Temperature 4.3K 25 K

The SNSPD response over a broad range of wavelengths with picosecond scale timing resolution and low
dark count rates makes the technology attractive for HEP applications. For example, SNSPDs can be used
to search for low-mass Dark Matter where it is critical for any detector to have (1) a high photon detection
efficiency; (2) extremely low (on the order of 1 per day or lower) intrinsic false (or “dark”) counts; and (3)
low energy thresholds for infrared single photon detection. SNSPDs are the highest performing detectors
available in all three metrics, and they are still far from reaching their fundamental limits. Other potential
HEP applications of SNSPDs include exploiting their exceptional timing resolution in collider experiments
and implementing large photodetector arrays for cosmological surveys at IR wavelengths. Furthermore, with
advances in detector readout, one could imagine performing on-chip combination of signals from multiple
nanowires, making a superconducting analog of the SSPM. This could enable a new class of photodetector
for HEP applications that has a lower energy threshold and much lower dark count rate.

2 Objective and Plans

In the past few years, several applications have been proposed for SNSPDs in the field of low-mass DM
detection. Some examples include optical haloscopes,1 optical readout of cryogenic semiconductor targets,2

electron recoil in superconduding nanowires,3 resonant scattering and absorption in cryogenic molecular
gases,4 and, should the energy thresholds improve, axion detection. Likewise, the recent demonstration
of sub-3ps timing resolution in specialized nanowires5 and operation in high magnetic fields6 may enable
future HEP applications involving ultrafast timing in future high-luminosity colliders. And advances in
the fabrication and readout of large nanowire detector arrays7 provide a compelling technical foundation
for low-noise high-efficience IR detector arrays that may be appropriate for cosmological surveys at longer
wavelengths.

Active Area: Many of the DM detection applications discussed above require large sensor active areas
to enable scaling to large target masses in experiments. The active areas of SNSPDs have grown steadily
over the past several years from the order of the cross section of a single-mode optical fiber core (about
100 µm2) to kilopixel arrays with ⇠ mm2 active area.7 The maximum nanowire length is subject to material
inhomogeneity and geometrical imperfections. Recent developments in superconducting detector design and
fabrication8–10 have enabled few-micron-wide superconducting microwires that are potentially much more
robust to many of these issues and can enable scaling to far greater active areas in the near future. We
believe that it is physically possible to scale the SNSPD arrays to a level >10 megapixels (4096x4096),
and an active area of ⇠100 cm2. To achieve this, significant research and development will be required
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SNSPD’s Near term future 

Moving to SC strips conventional lithography à scale up
Development towards SC SSPM
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Collisions at the LHC 

8

Higgs  ZZ  4 leptons candidate 
24 vertices
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Collisions at the HL-LHC  ( ~2029)
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Today: Viewing collisions in 3 D

Event reconstruction challenges at HL-LHC

• High Luminosity à large  data set, large pileup, high radiation dose
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Viewing collisions in 4 D

0.11ns

- 0.11ns

0.14ns

0.5ns

- 0.02ns

- 0.8ns

Event reconstruction challenges at HL-LHC

• High Luminosity à large  data set, large pileup, high radiation dose

• For HL-LHC, this is enabled by new precision timing detectors à LGADs and SiPMTs
• Experience gained will be crucial for future high energy hadron colliders

QT4HEP22-- I. Shipsey

Tomorrow: Viewing collisions in 4 D



3

Cerenkov Effect

n=1 n>>1

Use this property of prompt radiation to develop a fast
timing counter

particle

4

It’s been done!

Can’t put our PMT in 7 TeV beam! 

How can we exploit the spectacular timing of SNSPDs for a future collider experiment?

TOF detector, maybe  coupling scintillators made by metamaterials to SNSPDs? 

TOF detector reading out the Cherenkov photons emitted by fused silica radiators with 
SNSPD’s instead of MCP-PMT (the QUARTIC project for CMS)?

Or at very small radius?

In front of ECAL?

Major, major challenges to overcome – SC so passive material from cryostat must give better performance than 
current solutions LGADS and SiPMs.   Application only in far future – but there is time
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beam

Beam dump Muon detectors

Muon detectors

SNSPD stack

Search for Beyond Standard Model  milli-charged particles?
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beam

SNSPD stack target

mip

mip

Short lived neutral particle

a fixed target experiment with a very thinly layered (~10 nm layers) SNSPDs as target and make a thick stack perhaps a 
mm thick: very short-lived neutral particles would appear as a nx10nm gap in the signal plane stack between where the
mip projectile interacts and the short-lived particle decays into mips. Addition of a B-field helpful

A way to measure the lifetime of very short-lived particles?

mip

mip
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The field of quantum sensors is very broad-ranging, employing a wide range of 
techniques from condensed matter physics, atomic/molecular/ optical physics, 
and quantum information science 

The interaction between particle physicists and these other fields has been 
intellectual exciting and very fruitful 

Quantum Sensors are opening up significant new parameter space for 
precision measurement searches for new (low energy) particle physics, 
resulting in the initiation of a wide range of new experiments 

Remarkably, ideas that rely on quantum devices, or are inspired by them, but 
do not necessarily use them as quantum detectors per se, but rather their 
properties to enhance / permit measurements that are more difficult to 
achieve otherwise  appear very promising and a programme to thoroughly
explore them with high priority is well-motivated
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